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 ǣThe paper discusses the individual learned gardeners and assistant
learned gardeners of the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu against
the backdrop of the development of botanical research areas at the university
and species diversity in the botanical garden in 1803–1918. It also addresses
the university’s botany professors / garden directors and assistant directors,
focusing in more detail on the learned gardeners, who were more notable for
their activities prior to commencing work in Tartu or during or after their Tartu
period. A total of 22 learned gardeners and 14 assistant learned gardeners
ƤǤ ǡ
representatives of other nationalities, including Estonians, Poles, Russians
and local Germans. The employment duration of the learned gardeners at the
botanical garden lasted from a few months to 42 years. The longest serving
learned gardener was Wilhelm Eduard Stelling, a local German. Among the
learned gardeners, the career and activities of Johann Anton Weinmann,
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organiser and developer of park culture in Brazil.
Keywords: 19th century, botanical garden, learned gardeners, their assistants
and apprentices, species richness, University of Tartu (Dorpat, Yuriev)

Introduction
Gardeners played a significant role in the development of modern botanical
gardens, being essentially the managers and sometimes also the designers and
founders of the gardens. Considerable attention has been paid to gardeners
in historical studies on botanical gardens, and numerous studies have been
published on outstanding gardeners who were simultaneously both gardeners
and botanists. They participated in expeditions or organised these themselves
to explore new plants, introduce them and collect specimens for herbaria. The
history of botanical gardens is closely connected with botany, and the entire
field—with European colonisation, mainly by Portugal, Spain, Britain, the
Netherlands and Germany. The original medicinal gardens developed into ones
for growing not only medicinal but also aromatic and economically important
plants. With the development of ornamental gardening, the emphasis gradually
moved on to the cultivation of ornamental plants, research into new plants,
and promotion and dissemination of plants, which evolved into the educational
function of the gardens (Holmes, 1906, pp. 42–61; Hill, 1915, pp. 185–240;
Massingham, 1982, pp. 93–102; Monem, 2007, pp. 1–288; Musgrave, 2007,
pp. 1–150; Williams, 2011, pp. 147–176).
The 1799 draft statutes of the University of Tartu envisaged the establishment of
a professor position at the Faculty of Philosophy for teaching natural history but
a botanical garden was not yet mentioned (Statuten…, 1802).
The first statutes (1803) of the reopened university envisaged also a botanical
garden as a subsidiary base of the university. The garden was to be led and
supervised by a professor of botany, while the employing of a gardener and
two workers was envisaged for practical work. Maintenance of the latter, and
of one horse, was to be provided by the gardener from his salary (Sbornik…,
1875, pp. 165, 196). The official titles of the managing gardener of the botanical
garden have varied, and different documents thus refer to them by different
titles. The initial title was ‘academic gardener’ (Ger. Akademische Gärtner). The
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minutes of the University Council meeting as of 4 May 1803 state that Professor
Gottfried Albrecht Germann had hired an academic gardener, who should be
sworn in (EAA, 1803–1814, p. 7). The later titles include ‘botanical gardener’
(Ger. Botanische Gärtner), ‘chief gardener’ (Ger. Obergärtner), ‘learned gardener’
[Ger. Gelehrte Gärtner; Rus. Uchenyi sadovnik (ɍɱɺɧɵɣ ɫɚɞɨɜɧɢɤ)], or just
‘gardener’. In the university’s staff records of 1855, the former botanical gardener
was referred to as chief gardener (EAA, 1828–1862, p. 48). The title of learned
gardener was officially adopted in 1914 (EAA, 1908–1917, p. 70). Regardless
of the title, the person in this position acted as the immediate manager of
practical works in the botanical garden and supervisor of auxiliary staff, often
also the compiler of collections, taxonomic identifier of plants, and the person
responsible for other works requiring deeper knowledge. The learned gardener
was to have knowledge in botany and gardening.
In this paper we refer to them all as ‘learned gardeners’, as the position required
the completion of gardener training either at a special school, botanical garden
or larger and renowned private garden, or as an apprentice of a distinguished
gardener (Meikar, 2002, pp. 62–63).
The gardeners were the actual managers of the botanical garden and had a variety
of duties. These were specified in their work instructions, which somewhat
differed over time, with the latest one dating from 1855 (EAA, 1803–1855,
p. 309). While initially the learned gardeners were relatively independent in their
activities, special instructions were introduced under the directorship of Carl
Christian Friedrich Ledebour, professor of botany. The first set of instructions
(EAA, 1803–1855, pp. 76–77) is dated to 16 May 1813 (the dates correspond
to all the sources), the second one (EAA, 1820, pp. 48–49) dates from 1818, and
the third one (EAA, 1803–1855, pp. 207–209) dates from 1821. The fourth,
the most detailed one, written on the university’s official paper and approved by
Friedrich Wilhelm Parrot (rector from 1831 to 1834), is dated to 24 September
1833 (EAA, 1803–1855, pp. 271–273). The instructions drawn up by Ledebour
were very detailed—it appears that learned gardeners had almost no freedom
of action, they could only act upon the approval of the garden director or the
assistant director. The practical responsibilities of the gardener are listed in detail,
including, for example, keeping the rooms warm. At the end of each week, the
gardener was to submit to the director a work plan for the following week,
including a back-up plan in case of poor weather.
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Sources
Germann (1804, pp. 333–336, 344–348) was the first to write about the
establishing of the botanical garden, while the garden’s further development has
later been discussed by several others (Germann, 1807, pp. III–X; Weinmann,
1810, pp. IX–XVII; Ewers, 1827, pp. 40–44; Willkomm, 1873, pp. 1–92;
Mushinskii, 1911a, pp. 11–15). The university’s professors of natural history
and botany who were connected with the botanical garden and acted also as
directors of the garden, as well as the assistant directors and some gardeners
are discussed in more detail in biographical works (Levitskii, 1902, pp. 1–666;
Lipskii, 1913–1915, pp. 1–536; Lipshits, 1947, pp. 1–335; 1947, pp. 1–336;
1950, pp. 1–488; 1952, pp. 1–644) and in their obituaries and personal histories.
Longer overviews of the botanical garden were written in the final decade of the
19th century (Kuznetsov, 1897, pp. 1–22; 1898, pp. 1–27; 1899, pp. 1–35) and
in the first half (Bucholtz, 1921, pp. 3–14) and the second half (Veski, 1953,
pp. 255–265; Vaga, 1955, pp. 3–29) of the 20th century, as well as in recent
years (Le Lièvre, 1997, pp. 35–55; Sander & Meikar, 2009, pp. 72–85; 2011,
pp. 230–256). An original paper on the gardeners of the botanical garden has
been published in Estonian (Meikar & Sander, 2000, pp. 197–218; Meikar,
2002, pp. 61–73). Various data on developments in the botanical garden, on the
personnel, plant accessions, and many other aspects are included in the archival
materials of the Estonian Historical Archives and personal files of the staff of the
University of Tartu. An overview of the learned gardeners who were known for
their activities other than working at the botanical garden can be obtained from
bibliographies, their own research works as well as studies on their works.

Research areas and species richness in the Botanical Garden
of the University of Tartu
The activities of learned gardeners cannot be seen apart from the botanical
research areas and activities of botany professors of the University of Tartu.
Studies on the history of Russian botany distinguish between different schools,
two of them being connected with the University of Tartu: 1) the floristictaxonomic school of Ledebour, or the Dorpat school (after the former name of
Tartu), and 2) the phytogeographic and floristic-taxonomic school of Kuznetsov,
or the Yuriev school (after the then name of Tartu) (Lipshits, 1947, I, pp. IX–X).
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Most of the botany professors of the University of Tartu who worked as directors
or assistant directors of the botanical garden (Table 1) were connected with the
development of these research areas.
Table 1. Directors, assistant directors and learned gardeners
of the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu (1803–1918)*
Director
Gottfried Albrecht
Germann (1803–1809)
Carl Christian Friedrich
von Ledebour
(1811–1836)
Alexander Georg von
Bunge (1836–1867)
Heinrich Moritz Willkomm
(1868–1874)
Edmund August Friedrich
Russow (1874–1895)
Nikolai Kuznetsov
(1895–1914)**
Mikhail Tswett (Tswet,
1917–1918)

Assistant director
Ernst Rudolph Trautvetter
(1833–1835)
Carl Rathleff (1835)
Carl Herrmann Bluhm (1835–1836)
Anton Bärnhoff (1836)
Friedrich Julius Seetzen (1836–1846)
Friedrich Beckmann (1848–1849)****
Friedrich Kupffer (?1848–1850)
Karl Johann Maximowicz
(1850–1852)
Carl Friedrich Schmidt (1856–1859)
Theophil Bienert (1859–1861)
Bernhard Emil Stelling (1862–1863)
Leopold Friedrich Gruner
(1864–1865)
Edmund August Friedrich Russow
(1865–1873)
Constantin Georg Alexander Winkler
(1874–1879)
Johann Christoph Klinge
(1879–1895)
Nikolai Busch (1895–1902)
Boleslav Hryniewiecki (1902–1914)
Nikolai Petrovich Popov
(1914–1918 I sem.)***

Learned gardener
Johann Friedrich Kieser (1803–1804)
Johann Peter Buek (1804)
Johann Anton Weinmann (1805–1813)
Albert Siegmund Natusch (1813–1814)
Carl Neumark (1814–1816)
Ludwig Riedel (1818–1820)
Louis Autem (1820–1822)
Heinrich Wilhelm Gebhardt (1825–1832)
Friedrich Wilhelm Günter (1833–1834)
Wilhelm Eduard Stelling
(1834–1876)
Carl Ludwig Gustaw Bartelsen
(1876–1896)
Heinrich Siesmayer (Siesmaier,
1896–1897)
Ants Murjan (1897–1898)
Mikhail Konstantinowitsch Fedosseyev
(1898–1900)
Ants Murjan (1900–1903)
Waclaw Zaikowski (1903–1905)
Vic(k)tor Jäger (1905–1906)
Arthur Michils (1906–1908)
-DQ0XV]\ĔVNL –1914)
Jaan Ranna (1914–1923)

Sources: Beise, 1852, p. 164; Meikar, 2002, p. 65; Leppik, 2006, p. 275.
* The table does not include short-term substitutes in these positions.
** After the resignation of Professor Kuznetsov, the position of chair of the Botany Department and director
of the botanical garden remained vacant for three years (Siilivask, 1982, pp. 346–347). In 1916, Vladimir
L. Komarov, an outstanding Russian botanist, was elected as professor but he declined the job due to the
complicated international situation (Vaga, 1955, p. 23).
*** Popov worked at the botanical garden as assistant director in 1914 and as acting director in 1915–1918
(EAA, 1915–1918, p. 50).
**** Pharmacist Beckmann is mentioned as assistant director of the botanical garden by Theodor Heinrich Beise
(1852, pp. 164, 165), while archival data (EAA, 1851–1866) do not support Beckmann’s connection with
the botanical garden.
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Although specific data on cooperation between botany professors and learned
gardeners are relatively scarce, gardeners are still known to have assisted botany
professors in one way or another in their garden-related activities and research.
Gardeners were to keep accession logs on seeds and live plants and organise the
sowing and growing of plants. Several of them also participated in compiling the
editions of Index Seminum, in seed exchange, and in compiling and documenting
herbaria.
Thanks to the emphasis on floristic-taxonomic research, the number of taxa
grown in the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu was rather large,
particularly in the first half of the 19th century (Table 1).
An overview of species richness in the botanical garden can be obtained from
published lists of live plants and manuscript plant lists. A total of 102 manuscript
volumes (15,073 pp.) of plant lists have been preserved from the 19th century,
mainly from the period of Ledebour’s directorship (1811–1836) and Alexander
Georg von Bunge’s directorship (1836–1867), as signed by the directors or
assistant directors of the garden or with no signature (EAA, 1804–1898).
The first published plant list of the botanical garden was compiled by director
Germann (1807, pp. 11–143) but already the second one was compiled by the
learned gardener Johann Anton Weinmann (1810, pp. 1–169). The compilers
of manuscript volumes, however, have remained unknown.
The 102 volumes are being preserved in the Estonian Historical Archives (EAA).
Twenty-nine of them are alphabetical—that is, plants are listed there by their
Latin names in alphabetical order. The remaining ones are topographical—that
is, they cover the different sections of the botanical garden. In addition, there are
two volumes of lists (569 pp.) that are being preserved in the botanical garden
(Sander, 2010, pp. 90–93). In all the lists, plants are arranged according to
their species, varieties, subspecies or forms, or recorded at the genus level or as
numbers. Unfortunately, the manuscript lists do not always indicate whether
the entries concern live plants or seeds or both. The lists also contain insertions
and added entries but the time of their insertion is not always clear. Also, these
volumes have not been examined in full detail.
Eleven preserved volumes (1823–1902; 1,497 pp.) contain registration logs for
seeds and plants sent or brought to the botanical garden. Keeping of these logs
was the responsibility of learned gardeners (EAA, 1823–1902). A preliminary
overview of the logs has been published for the period 1823–1854 (Sander &
Meikar, 2011, pp. 230–256), during which the botanical garden received a total
of 48,096 accessions.
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Table 2. Numbers of live plant species and varieties in the

  ơ 
Year

No. of taxa /No. of pages in
the volumes of plant lists

Source

In the old location (since 1803)
1804

1,121 / 16

EAA, 1804

1807

2,367 / 131

Germann, 1807, pp. 11–143
In the new, current location (since 1808)

*

1810

4,840 / 169

Weinmann, 1810, pp. 1–169

1826

About 11,000 / 330

EAA, 1826

1827

10,449 / –

Ewers, 1827, p. 43

1833

About 16,000 / 467

EAA, 1833

1835

4,289 / –

Willkomm, 1873, p. 15

1837

8,617 / 306

0XV]\ĔVNLS($$

1838

About 13,500 / 401

EAA, 1838

1844

6,849 / –

Willkomm, 1873, p. 16

1845

About 14,000 / 414

Enumeratio…, 1845, pp. 1–6DQGHUSS
90–6DQGHU 0HLNDUS

1848

About 13,500 / 403

EAA, 1848

1849

10,947 / –

Willkomm, 1873, p. 16

1851

13,180 / 301

6DQGHU 0HLNDUS($$

1857

4,600

.LPPHO 7UDVVS

1867

11,880*

Willkomm, 1873, p. 16

1873

4,152

.LPPHO 7UDVVS

1895

3,940

.LPPHO 7UDVVS

1913

10,130

.LPPHO 7UDVVS6LLOLYDVNS

Collections of live plants and seeds together

In 1804, Germann wrote:
By October 1803, the garden’s territory was ours. At once I planted the
greenhouse with the nearly 200 plants that I had grown, had the existing
dwelling house set in order, and moved in already in November. I pay rent
to the university for this apartment, which I feel justified. The seedlings that
I made since April 1804 consist of 2,450 species, of which over 1,500 have
germinated and most have also bloomed. Many of those that were seeded
late I expect to germinate only next spring. (Germann, 1804, p. 345)
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Germann’s plant list of 1804 contains 1,121 species from 426 genera. Similar to
that of 1804, a plant list was compiled also for 1805, with 1,064 numbered taxa
(a taxonomic category, as a species or genus). It contains 1,018 taxa from 463
genera, of which the plant name is absent for 46 taxa. A separate list contains 45
taxa of carnations (EAA, 1804).
The 1810 plant list of the botanical garden, in its present location since 1808,
contained 4,586 species from 968 genera. The mode of cultivation was not
specified for two of them. Of the remaining 4,584 taxa, 742 were growing in a
heated greenhouse, 1,508 in a cold greenhouse, and 2,358 in the open ground.
This makes a total of 4,608 taxa, of which 24 occurred in two sites, mostly both
in a cold greenhouse and in the open ground (Weinmann, 1810, pp. 1–169;
Sander & Meikar, 2009, p. 82).
In 1827, the garden had 10,449 species (Ewers, 1827, p. 43), and no other
numerical data are known to have been recorded for that year. Of the 10,449
species 4,477 were growing in greenhouses and 7,627 were growing in the open
ground. As we can see, there were more plants growing in the garden in total
than recorded on the species list. Thus, altogether 1,655 species were growing
both in greenhouses and in the open ground (Sander & Meikar, 2011, p. 239).
In 1835, the botanical garden contained 4,289 species of live plants represented
by 9,153 specimens, of which 5,295 were grown in pots and 3,859 in the open
ground (one of the latter three figures must be incorrect by one unit). In 1844,
the garden contained 6,849 species represented by 10,850 specimens, of which
3,814 were grown in the open ground and 7,036 in pots. In 1849, the collection
contained 10,947 species and varieties, with 7,668 of them grown in pots and
3,279 in the open ground, and the number of live plants and seeds together
totalled 14,327. In 1867, the garden contained 11,880 species and varieties of
live plants and seeds (Willkomm, 1873, pp. 15–16). The garden also had an
extensive seed collection—seeds of 4,830 species in 1827; 8,305 species in 1835;
8,617 species in 1837, and 8,256 species in 1849 (Willkomm, 1873, p. 17). It
appears from the above that in 1849 the garden possessed 3,380 species and
varieties just in the form of seeds, and 4,876 seed species possessed in that year
were from the plants grown in the garden.
A calculation derived from the number of taxa and page volume of the plant lists
of 1827 and 1845 (307 taxa and 414 pp.) yields that an average page contained
34 plant taxa. The page volumes of the plant lists of the years 1832–1836
(393, 467, 454, 454 and 464 pp.) indicate that the number of plant taxa in the
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garden may have been around 16,000 in 1833 and around 13,500 in 1848. This
shows the great extent of plant introduction activities in the botanical garden
under Ledebour’s directorship. However, the preserved plant lists also show that
introduction activities did not lag much behind during Bunge’s directorship
either.
In comparison, it can be noted that according to the data of 1850, the Botanical
Garden of Vienna (Hortus Botanicus Vindobonensis) contained 8,186 species
and the Botanical Garden of Berlin contained 10,000 species, which was also
the number of plant species known to Linné, and the St. Petersburg Botanical
Garden had 12,061 species of live plants (300,000 specimens from 199 families)
(Lipskii, 1913–1915, pp. 520–521).
A comparison of the species richness of the botanical gardens at Russian
universities in the first half of the 19th century reveals that the Botanical Garden
of Tartu (Dorpat) was quite at the forefront in these years (Table 3). In 1848,
however, the Imperial Botanical Garden at St. Petersburg takes the leading
position with its 44,758 species. A juxtaposition of the data presented in Tables
2 (see p. 59) and 3 discloses divergences in the data of the Botanical Garden of
Tartu. The divergences are caused by the fact that in the former table, the figures
derive from plant lists, and in the latter, from the official data published by the
University of Tartu.
Table 3. Species richness of the botanical gardens at Russian universities

 Ƥ͕͝th century (no. of species)
Year

Moscow

St. Petersburg

Kharkov

Kazan

Kiev

Tartu
(Dorpat)

1834

3,750

6,000

13,460

1,766

*

11,535

1836

4,000

15,000

7,650

1,859

5,647

13,055

1838

5,950

7,000

7,350

1,732

5,968

13,699

1840

6,231

8,910

13,000

2,977

5,467

10,094

1842

6,540

10,493

9,200

3,566

2,235

10,912

1844

6,700

15,761

10,220

4,120

3,001

10,850

1846

6,900

*

15,980

4,400

3,126

11,239

1848

6,970

44,758

16,604

4,500

4,307

14,996

Sources: Evans, 1991, p. 187; Lipskii, 1913, pp. 297, 320.
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The above shows how extensive and effort-consuming the work of the gardeners
at the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu must have been in ordering
seeds and live plants and obtaining them from expeditions, sowing plant seeds,
growing plants and documenting them on the relevant lists, and ensuring the
correct scientific identification of the plants. Learned gardeners are also thought
to have participated in compiling herbaria and seed collections. Both the open
ground and the greenhouses of the garden were accessible to the public, the
opening times being rather varied over time, and gardeners were also to act as
visitor guides (Willkomm, 1873, pp. 28–29).

Learned gardeners
Gardeners during Gottfried Albrecht Germann’s directorship

An overview of the learned gardeners of the Botanical Garden of the University
of Tartu is provided in Table 1 (see p. 57). The first learned gardener (academic
gardener) was Johann Friedrich Kieser. He submitted his application for the
post on 24 February 1803. On 4 May 1803, Germann informed the University
Council of having hired an academic gardener, and the rector approved the
application on 20 May the same year. However, Kieser’s service as learned
gardener remained short: for some reason, he was dismissed from the post as of
May 1804 by a decision of the University Government from 2 February 1804,
and Professor Germann was charged with finding a new learned gardener by that
date (EAA, 1803–1814, p. 7; 1803–1804; Beise, 1852, p. 38; Willkomm, 1873,
p. 23; Sander & Meikar, 2009, p. 74). Possessing professional knowledge, Kieser
was contracted by the university to plant the first trees on Toomemägi Hill in
Tartu in 1803 (Raid, 1990, p. 44).
The subsequent gardener Johann Peter Buek (Buck, Bück), brother of the wellknown pharmacist and botanist Johann Nicolaus Buek (1779 Hamburg – 1856
Frankfurt), came to Estonia from Germany. Johann Peter Buek was born in
1769 in Hamburg, in the family of gardener and botanist Johann Nicolaus Buek
Sr. (1736–1812), and worked as commercial gardener there (Germann, 1804,
p. 348; Weinmann, 1810, p. XIV; Willkomm, 1873, p. 23; Geschichte…, 2004;
Targiel et al., 2000). Germann (1804, p. 348) has written about him: “Academic
gardener Mr. Buek is a skilful, active and industrious man who differs from
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regular gardeners in being also a good botanist and passionately keen on his
subject.” Buek also brought along plant seeds when coming to Tartu (Weinmann,
1810, p. XIV).
After a brief period of working in Tartu, Buek moved on to work in the garden
of Yelagin Palace of Count Grigory Orlov in St. Petersburg. He worked there as
chief gardener and died in the same place in 1855 (Trautvetter, 1837, pp. 53,
98; Regel, 1866, p. 154). Peter Buek (1827–1886), who studied cameralism
and law at the University of Tartu in 1845–1849 and, after graduation, worked
as commercial gardener in St. Petersburg (Hasselblatt, Otto, 1889, p. 349),
was probably his descendant. And German-Russian philosopher, editor and
translator Otto Buek (1873–1966) was born in St. Petersburg as son of German
merchant Peter Buek (Gehrke, 2013, pp. 11–16).
Subsequently, the gardener’s position was assumed by Johann Anton Weinmann,
who referred to himself as botanic gardener, or Botanische Gärtner (Weinmann,
1810, p. XVII). He was born on 12 December 1782 in Würzburg as a gardener’s
son and obtained his upper secondary and higher education in Germany (Regel,
1859, p. 62; Lipshits, 1947, II, pp. 77–79). Weinmann has been mentioned to
have studied at the University of Würzburg (Regel, 1859, pp. 62–63). According
to the data of that university, however, he was not in the student registry in
1800–1805 (Holtz & Ehbauer, 2012). Prior to coming to Tartu, Weinmann
worked as an assistant to garden architect Konrad Johann Rosenthal in the
palace garden of Russian diplomat and ambassador Count Andrey Razumovsky
in Vienna. Weinmann regarded himself as a disciple of Andreas Roman Wolff,
gardener of Botanical Garden of Würzburg. It appears that it was through David
Heinrich Hoppe, botanist and founder of Regensburg Botanical Society, and
upon the recommendation of Wolff, that Weinmann was invited to the position
of gardener of the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu from Vienna in
the autumn of 1804 (Weinmann, 1810, p. IX; Sander & Meikar, 2009, p. 75).
Some employees of the university appear to have known Weinmann, as he writes:
Before I came here, a person unknown to me from here wrote to me to
Vienna: “Do not go to Dorpat before you have been unanimously elected
by the council and they have specified your conditions because already
two gardeners have left due to disagreements.” I followed this advice and
Councillor Mr. Germann answered me: “You have been [...] appointed as
academic gardener”—as far as I remember, as of 9 April 1805.
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It is unclear when Weinmann arrived in Tartu but he is known to have been an
employee of the university from 9 April 1805 to 1 May 1813 or to 20 January
1814. His travel from Vienna to Tartu through Riga cost 228 roubles and took at
least 28 days. The travel expenses were reimbursed only in August 1805 and only
in the amount of 84 roubles (Beise, 1852, p. 59; EAA, 1805–1828, pp. 1–6, 84).
When Weinmann arrived in Tartu in 1805, the establishment of the botanical
garden in its old location had been underway for two years already. However, in
the spring of 1806, the university received a new plot as a donation from Anna
Maria von Rosenkampf and it was decided to move the botanical garden to this
new plot (Sander & Meikar, 2009, pp. 76–77). Before the moving, director
Germann (1807, pp. 11–143) published the first plant list of the garden. This
contains 2,367 taxa from 669 genera, with some single entries recorded at the
genus level or unidentified. In 1807, Weinmann created a master plan for the
new botanical garden. The greenhouse of the garden was completed in early
September 1808, and transfer of plants and closing of the old garden started in
the fall of the same year. The botanical garden had been established in its present
location by 1810 (Sander & Meikar, 2009, p. 77), when also the first plant list of
the new garden was published (Weinmann, 2010, pp. 1–169). Thus, Weinmann
can be regarded as the founder of the botanical garden in the new location.
The first longer description of the botanical garden, however, dates from 1814
(Schlippenbach, 1818, pp. 43–45).
Director Germann wrote:
How often it happens that many a plant perishes due to their [garden
workers’] laziness, lack of knowledge or good will, or complete incapability
of doing some brainwork! Under these circumstances, it is indeed the greatest
luck to have an industrious and skilful gardener who really masters his art.
We have now got such a man in academic gardener Mr. Weinmann. Both I
and the university have reason to be fully satisfied with him, which should
be taken into consideration also by those who, failing to understand this,
have secretly worked, and will probably continue to work, to sow the seed of
indignation and dissatisfaction. (Germann, 1807, pp. VII–VIII)
Apparently, Weinmann was not on the best terms with several people. In 1811,
Carl Christian Friedrich von Ledebour entered the service of the University of
Tartu, elected as professor of natural history (incl. botany). In the following
years, the two men came into conflict because Ledebour wished to subject
Weinmann’s activities to his own rules and constrained Weinmann’s previous
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scope of activities (Salupere, 1997, p. 15). Thus, Weinmann’s status in the garden
had become intolerable for him. He writes:
Over the seven years, I had the honour of being offered an official job twice in
Russia and once outside Russia. I thanked and refused. Of the private offers
made to me in this country, I would highlight just two: one with a 1500-rouble
salary and the other with a 1800-rouble salary, with additional benefits. I
thanked also for these and refused because I was devoted to the commenced
work with all my body and soul. I would now ask: having done so, can I be
called ungrateful? If I now agreed to the changes, I alone would be unable to
do a good job under the present circumstances because unskilled workers can
no longer be used here; and in the end, debts might force me permanently into
conditions that I cannot even think about, let alone tolerate. I am leaving for
better conditions, now or never! (EAA, 1805–1828)
Weinmann took the conflict with Ledebour very hard. Even as late as in 1814,
he wrote from Gatchina to Maximilian von Klinger, St. Petersburg-based curator
of the University of Tartu, and complained about Ledebour’s derogatory attitude
(Weinmann, 1814, pp. 1–4).
On 14 August 1808, a son Friedrich Wilhelm was born to Johann Anton
Weinmann and his wife Antonette Haiderer (Haidener) in Tartu. At his baptism
ceremony, Privy Counsellor and Professor Deutsch, Privy Counsellor and Professor
Germann, Privy Counsellor and Professor Krause, and Mrs. Secretary Hehn
acted as his godparents (EAA, n.d.,f ). Thus, next to Germann, the godparents
were Christian Friedrich von Deutsch, professor of the Medical Department;
Johann Wilhelm Krause, the university’s architect and artist; and the wife of the
university’s secretary Eduard Johann von Hehn. The 1811 revision list of Tartu
(Dorpat) includes the 32-year-old botanical gardener Johann Anton Weinmann
and his 3-year-old son Friedrich Wilhelm (EAA, 1811). Thus, Weinmann must
have been born in 1778 or 1879. On 9 June 1812, a daughter Maria Aloysia
Katharina was born to Weinmann’s family. Her godparents were her grandmother
Maria Aloysia Haiderer, her grandfather Joseph Anton Haiderer, Collegiate
Councillor Professor Deutsch, Gymnasium Principal Hermann, Franz Pabst,
and Johan Hurm (EAA, n.d.,g).
Weinmann’s letter from 26 March 1813 to the rector of the University of Vienna
shows that he applied for a travel passport to Vienna for himself and his family
of five. In the letter, Weinmann explained that he would travel with his fatherin-law Joseph Haiderer, mother-in-law Catharina Haiderer, wife Antonia, son
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Friedrich Wilhelm and daughter Louise Catharina, with the father-in-law and
mother-in-law being Austrian subjects (EAA, 1805–1828; Salupere, 1997,
p. 15). In 1813, the rector of the University of Vienna was Josephus Mayer (Ilg,
2012). However, Weinmann could not travel to Vienna due to the war because
Austria was an ally of Napoleon and thus an enemy of Russia.

Gardeners during Carl Christian Friedrich von Ledebour’s directorship

Numerous learned gardeners and substitute learned gardeners worked in the
botanical garden during Ledebour’s period but could not settle for a longer term.
Performing ordinary day-to-day duties, they could not leave any significant
imprint on the development of the garden. From the summer of 1813 to the
following spring, the learned gardener’s position was held by Albert Siegmund
Natusch from Berlin (EAA, 1814–1828; 1803–1855, p. 73). After his dismissal
by the director, someone named Wagner worked in the position for barely
a month (EAA, n.d.,a, p. 73). The successor of this high-handedly removed
gardener was Carl Neumark from Wörlitz, who resigned of his own accord in
spring 1816 (EAA, 1814–1828). Whether or how he was related to well-known
gardener Johann Christian Neumark (1741–1811), who worked in Wörlitz and
Oranienbaum (Winkelmann, 2013), the authors were unable to ascertain.
The meanwhile vacant position was taken up by Ludwig (or Louis, in French)
Riedel from Berlin (EAA, 1902–1927). On date of archives it has been mentioned
that Riedel moved to Tartu in 1816 (Komissarov, 1977a, p. 33) and worked at
the University of Tartu in 1816–1819 (Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 604;
Basargina et al., 2012, p. 18). The time of his commencement in Tartu is actually
not quite clear. Riedel’s employment certificate signed by Ledebour dates from
12 February 1818 (EAA, 1902–1927, p. 1). At the same time, in response to a
request of 14 March to the curator of the University of Tartu in St. Petersburg, a
permission of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Public Education (Minister
Aleksandr N. Golitsyn) to pay Riedel 50 roubles for travel expenses from Berlin
to Tartu was sent out on 28 March 1818 (EAA, 1902–1927, p. 8). Riedel has
been mentioned to have worked in Tartu since May 1820 (Leppik, 2013).
Riedel was born on 2 March 1791 in Berlin (Komissarov, 1975, p. 69; 1977a,
p. 33; Augel, 1979, pp. 9, 49; de Moraes, 2012, p. 185) and devoted himself to
the profession of gardener (Urban, 1894, p. 10). Most modern sources, however,
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give 1790 as Riedel’s year of birth, probably after Ignaz Urban (1894, p. 10).
At about the age of 20, Riedel moved to Germany and acquired the French
language. In 1813–1815, he served in the Prussian army against Napoleon as a
Chasseur of the Guard. After the defeat of Napoleon’s army in 1815, Minister
Altenstein [Karl Sigmund Franz Stein] appointed Riedel, a good botanist and
eager and scientifically educated gardener, as a member of the committee for
returning the assets robbed from Germany by the French. He had also another
important duty to fulfil. Upon the invasion of the French, director of the Berlin
Botanical Garden Carl Ludwig Wildenow managed to save the garden from
major losses. Still, to avoid expropriation, Wildenow had to surrender the more
beautiful specimens to the Malmaison (Rueil-Malmaison is now a suburb of
Paris) Botanical Garden, which was owned by Joséphine de Beauharnais, the first
wife of Napeolon Bonaparte. As these could not be identified later, naturalist
Alexander von Humboldt suggested to the managements of the Botanical
Garden of Paris (Le Jardin des Plantes), Malmaison Botanical Garden and
Versailles Gardens that they returned possible doublets to Riedel according to a
plant list compiled by the Berlin Botanical Garden’s garden inspector Christoph
Friedrich Otto, and Riedel would then convey them to Berlin. Riedel was also
charged to buy rare plants for 1,500 Marks from local gardening businesses, first
of all the garden of von Cels. In addition, he received a grant for a research trip
to southern France and Riviera. In the spring of 1816, Riedel travelled to Paris,
from where he proceeded to Lyon and further through Torino to Nice and the
botanical garden of Marseille, where he stayed at Director M. Gouffé de la Cour’s
place. During his travels, he collected a great amount of seeds and hundreds of
dried plants for the Berlin Botanical Garden. While in France, Riedel applied for
a new grant from Berlin. Not receiving the grant, he returned home, from where
he travelled to Karlsruhe in the spring of 1817, being abjectly poor (Urban,
1894, pp. 10–11; Augel, 1979, p. 50). He was highly educated, spoke German,
French and English and also wrote in these languages (Nekrasova & Prussak,
1957, p. 806).
It is not known how or through whom he ended up in Tartu. He ran into workrelated conflict with the garden’s director Ledebour, who wrote a long letter of
complaint about him. The case went to court and the court of the University of
Tartu held Ledebour’s complaints to be ungrounded (EAA, 1820; 1902–1927).
The judgement of the university court was rendered on 3 May. Riedel left Tartu
on 4 May 1820 and arrived at Pavlovsk on 6 May to visit his friend Johann Anton
Weinmann (EAA, 1902–1927, p. 7; Augel, 1979, p. 25). On 31 March 1820,
it appeared at the University of Tartu that gardener Riedel resigned for health
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reasons and a young man from Berlin had been invited to his position on the
condition that he serve for at least three years. On 5 June 1820, the Directorate
of the University announced that gardener Louis Autem from Berlin, who
would replace the resigned botanical gardener Riedel, had been sworn in. His
actual service probably began on 10 April 1820. His contract envisaged the
reimbursement of his travel costs in the amount of 50 roubles, subject to the
obligation of staying in service for at least three years and returning the money if
leaving earlier. However, Autem was dismissed from service for unknown reasons
already after a year or two, probably on 1 March 1822. Thereafter, upon the
recommendation of superintendent Schröder from Göttingen, the university
offered the position of botanical gardener to Carl Beyrich, who, however, left for
Brazil (EAA, 1820–1822; Beise, 1852, p. 164). Heinrich Karl Beyrich (1796–
1834) was a well-known German botanist and explorer, who made an expedition
to Brazil in 1822–1823 (Jacobs, 1875, p. 605).
Meanwhile, Georg Friedrich Holst had written to the university in his letter
of 31 March 1820 that Ledebour had promised him the position of botanical
gardener but he had heard nothing further and received no confirmation. Holst
had participated in procuring exotic plants and seeds for the botanical garden
for two years in Riga but now the post had been given to someone from Berlin
(EAA, 1817–1820).
In his letter to the University Government in April 1825, Ledebour complained
about major difficulties in finding a suitable learned gardener, which had
compelled him to work without gardener’s support for several years already,
using assistant gardeners and apprentices instead. As of 1 July of the same year,
Heinrich Wilhelm Gebhardt, who came from Riga and had previously worked
in seed business, commenced work as gardener apprentice. Having passed a
test of botanist-gardener with Professor Ledebour in October, he continued
already as learned gardener. He seems to have earned the director’s acceptance,
yet he suffered from poor health and died on 5 May 1832 (EAA, 1825–1826).
Willkomm (1873, p. 23), later director of the botanical garden, regarded
Gebhardt as the only notable gardener among the numerous ones working under
Ledebour. As Gebhardt’s health did not allow him to devote his full energy
to work, the director had to use temporary substitutes. In 1830, this function
was performed by the son (EAA, 1825–1832) of Anton Rochel (1770–1847),
Austro-Hungarian physician, traveller and botanist, curator of Pest Botanical
Garden (Ullepitsch, 1884, pp. 363–368). This was probably his elder son A.
Rochel, who had moved from Tartu to St. Petersburg and was working as an
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ornamental and commercial gardener there when Anton Rochel visited the
city in 1840, continuing in the same profession in St. Petersburg also later on
(Ullepitsch, 1884, pp. 364–365; Regel, 1867, p. 306).
On 1 September 1833, Ledebour announced that he had hired Friedrich
Wilhelm Günther as botanical gardener and given him the relevant instruction
(EAA, 1803–1855, p. 266). However, the service period of this gardener from
Göttingen remained brief, too—he was dismissed from service in May 1834 for
work-related reasons (EAA, 1833–1834).

Gardeners during the directorship of Alexander Georg von Bunge, Heinrich
Moritz Willkomm and Edmund August Friedrich Russow

The learned gardener’s position was then taken up by Wilhelm Eduard Stelling,
who started as a gardener apprentice in 1828 and later worked as assistant
learned gardener. Stelling, German by nationality, was born in Valmiera County,
Livonia (present Republic of Latvia) to the family of miller Magnus Cornelius
and Johanna Frederica (born Austien) on 26 November 1813 and was baptised
at the parsonage of Luhte (Lugažu) church on 25 December 1813. He acquired
his education at Valmiera county school and Goldner private school but his
personal file did not contain the documents certifying this. Ledebour informed
the university’s management in his letter of 10 January 1828 that he has hired
a young man from Valmiera as a gardener apprentice. This is also confirmed
by the record of the Directorate of the University of 28 January 1828. Stelling
commenced work as gardener apprentice on 1 February 1828. On 15 May 1834,
Ledebour suggested to the Directorate that the so far gardener apprentice Stelling
be appointed as botanical gardener. It appears that Stelling had been both a
gardener apprentice and assistant botanical gardener. As the previous botanical
gardener Günther had been released, the Directorate affirmed the appointment
on 16 May 1834. As of 15 June 1837, Stelling was assigned a yearly salary of
300 roubles, and on 18 June the university sent him to St. Petersburg Botanical
Garden for a three-week in-service training familiarisation with rare plants. On
22 March 1846, Stelling’s yearly salary was increased to 457 roubles, with the
provision of a free apartment. While lacking adequate general education, he was
noted for possessing just the professional knowledge and working skills required
for a learned gardener. In 1855, the university even considered sending him
to the Karlsruhe Academy of Fine Arts to take the examinations of academic
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horticulturist. The prior practical training was planned to be conducted
under well-known gardener and dendrologist Johann Hermann Zigra in Riga.
Although this plan was not realised, the work of the learned gardener was found
highly satisfactory. Stelling also earned several accolades with his work: on 8
June 1851, the curator of the Dorpat Educational District acknowledged him
for the excellent order achieved in the botanical garden; on 5 January 1853,
he was thanked for participation in organising the university’s anniversary
events; on 22 November 1856 he was rewarded with 300 roubles for his work in
reorganising the botanical garden in 1855–1856; on 11 April 1858, he became
a honorary citizen of Tartu (Ger. Persöhnliche Ehrenbürger) by a decision of the
Council of Ministers of Russia and upon endorsement by Emperor Alexander
II; and on 17 January 1862, he was rewarded with 250 roubles. Stelling was
married to Catharina Natalia (born Bauch) and they are known to have had six
children, including Bernhard Emil (born 1 Dec 1840), Carl Reimund (5 Jan
1843) and Reinhold Eduard (17 Sep 1850) (EAA, 1828–1862; 1882). Stelling,
together with assistant gardener Ludwig Jacobsohn, was also listed among the
most important persons of the Livonian Governorate as of 1862 (Martuzāns,
1995–2002). Eduard Stelling has published at least one research paper (Stelling,
1876, pp. 186–188), which was also abstracted in French (Erceau, 1876,
pp. 182–183). He was also actively involved in compiling the 300 specimens of
the University of Tartu’s Flora Eccicata Liv-, Ehst- und Kurlands (Bunge, 1851,
pp. 66–67). He left the university in 1876, already an aged man and suffering
from health problems, and died on 5 January 1882 in Riga (EAA, 1828–1862;
1882). It could be added that his first son Bernhard Emil Stelling worked
even as assistant director of the botanical garden in 1862–1863, after just a few
months of prior employment there, although dealing mainly with economic
administration (EAA, 1862–1863).
Stelling was succeeded in the position of learned gardener by Carl Ludwig
Gustaf(v) Bartelsen, born on 17 December 1851 in Tartu as son of Johann
Friedrich Bartelsen, gardener of Luunja Manor, and his wife Wilhelmine Juliane
Elisabeth (née Thomson). At his baptism ceremony, Raadi landlord Carl von
Liphart, Ludwig Loewen, bailiff Gustav Thomson (hence also his forenames),
chief gardener’s (W. E. Stelling’s) wife Natalie Stelling and gardener’s daughter
Marie Kleekampf(f ) were his godparents. Helene Marie Kleekampff, born in
Räpina in 1832, was a daughter of then well-known gardener Ludwig Kleekampff
and Helene Auguste Kleekampff (née Michelson) (EAA, 1876–1913; 1855–
1864).
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Carl Bartelsen graduated from the Gymnasium of Dorpat in 1868 (1869) and
travelled to Germany for gardening studies. He was admitted as an apprentice
in the Royal Gardening and Nursery School (Königliche Landes-Baumschule)
in Alt-Geltow near Potsdam in the same year. After completing the practical
training, he entered gardening studies at the Royal Horticultural School of Sans
Souci near Potsdam in 1870. After graduating from there in 1872 as a learned
gardener, Bartelsen also familiarised himself with the gardens of several major
educational institutions in Germany and returned to Tartu at the end of the year.
He then worked as gardener in Raadi Manor and assumed the post of learned
gardener in the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu on 1 October 1876,
occasionally working also as an assistant in botany (EAA, 1851–1877; 1876–
1913). Carl Bartelsen married Julie Marie Feldmann on 4 November 1876
(EAA, 1851–1877). Their first child, daughter Wanda Emma Margarethe, was
born in Tartu on 6 August 1877 (EAA, 1877–1926). Wanda Bartelsen married a
well-known Latvian-Russian journalist Oskar Johann Martin Grosberg in 1898
in St. Petersburg (BBLd, 2013, p. 262).
Bartelsen is known to have established the garden’s Alpinetum, the collection
of alpine plants. Eight hundred species of plants from Turkestan, the Caucasus
and Southern Russia were sent here from St. Petersburg Botanical Garden.
Bartelsen also helped to create the conifer collection and was the sole publisher
of Index Seminum in 1877–1895. After working in the garden until 1 September
1896, Bartelsen proceeded to work in St. Petersburg Botanical Garden as senior
gardener and later as learned gardener (EAA, 1876–1913; Lipskii, 1913–1915,
pp. 241–243; Kuznetsow, 1897, pp. 380–381; Lipshits, 1947, I, p. 125).

Gardeners during the directorship of Nikolai Kuznetsov and Mikhail Tswett

In 1896–1897, the learned gardener’s position in the botanical garden was held
by Heinrich Ernst Joseph Siesmayer (Siesmaier, 1852–1925), who was born
in St. Petersburg and came from there to Tartu. His uncle was the well-known
gardener and garden architect Franz Heinrich Siesmayer (1817–1900), who,
with his brother Nikolaus Siesmayer (1815–1898) founded a famous gardening
enterprise in Germany. Heinrich Siesmayer studied in different schools in
Vyborg, St. Petersburg and Frankfurt. From 1867 to 1869 he studied in St.
Petersburg, at the private school for boys founded by Karl May. His gardener’s
career began in 1868 in the greenhouses of the Taurian Palace (in the Crimean
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Peninsula) under his father Karl (Carl) Friedrich Siesmayer (1821–1902), who
worked there as chief gardener (EAA, 1896–1897; Lipskii, 1913–1915, p. 293;
Yatselenko, 2009–2011). In 1873, Heinrich Siesmayer went abroad, working in
Belgium, Germany, France and England. While working in London, he married
Emily Moore (born in 1852). Returning to Russia in 1895, he became the chief
gardener of St. Petersburg Botanical Garden. After working in Tartu, Siesmayer
returned to St. Petersburg Botanical Garden and in 1899 reassumed the post
of chief gardener of Taurian Palace. In 1902, after his father’s death, Siesmayer
became the chief gardener of Yelagin Palace.
Although Siesmayer worked in Tartu for a brief period, Nikolai Kuznetsov
acknowledged him for his professional knowledge and talent in park architecture,
crediting him for the fact that the botanical garden had acquired a new appearance
within a short period of time (EAA, 1896–1897; Kuznetsov, 1897, p. 5; Lipskii,
1913–1915, p. 293; Vogt, 1999, pp. 105–113). Bartelsen and Siesmayer also
organised tours for students in the surroundings of Tartu (Kuznetsov, 1897, p. 17).
As of 1 April 1897, Ants Murjan became the acting learned gardener at the
university, having previously worked as junior gardener of Taurian Palace in
St. Petersburg and, since November 1896, as junior gardener of the Botanical
Garden of the University of Tartu. Although lacking in-depth professional
education, he displayed good knowledge. Professor Kuznetsov gave special credit
to his work with tropical plants, and to the high-quality seed catalogue compiled
under the guidance of assistant director Nikolai Bush. On 15 April 1898, Murjan
resigned of his own accord because the university had found a professional for
the position of learned gardener. Murjan then took up the position of gardener
of Taurian Palace in St. Petersburg (EAA, 1897–1903; Kuznetsov, 1899, p. 3).
In 1898–1900, the learned gardener’s position was held by Mikhail K.
Fedosseyev, born in a military family in 1866 in St. Petersburg. He had taken
a course in natural history at the University of Odessa and studied practical
gardening in the Gardening School of Nikolayev (probably the present Mykolaiv
in Southern Ukraine). Prior to assuming the post of learned gardener, Fedosseyev
had been working in Tartu as Professor Kuznetsov’s assistant for two years already
and had studied plant taxonomy and plant geography under his supervision,
and practical gardening on his own. Fedosseyev stood out for systematisation of
scientific collections, culturing activities and commercial success in plant sales
from the botanical garden. Fedosseyev left the position, among other reasons,
because the university could not offer him an acceptable salary (EAA, 1898–
1900; Dörfler, 1902, p. 175).
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After Fedosseyev’s resignation, Ants Murjan was invited back to Tartu from St.
Petersburg, where he had worked as gardener of Taurian Palace for the interim
two and a half years. Murjan’s second work period at the university commenced
on 15 October 1900 and ended on 1 April 1903 (EAA, 1897–1903). After
Ants Murjan left in 1903, Wladislaw Zaikowski was appointed as the new
learned gardener as of 1 April 1903. Zaikowski had studied in a market garden
in Warsaw in 1890–1892 and been an apprentice in Warsaw Botanical Garden
in 1892–1895 and 1896–1899. Later, he extended his practical knowledge in
the gardens of Warsaw and Görlitz and graduated from the Royal Pomological
Institute in Prószków (Proskau or Pruszkow). Prior to coming to Tartu, he also
worked briefly as senior gardener in Galicia. He left the botanical garden of Tartu
at the beginning of 1905 to continue his studies abroad. The character reference
letter from the university emphasised his ability to work with all outdoor
collections, and he also paid great attention to developing the commercial side
of the garden (EAA, 1903–1905).
From 15 January 1905 to 1 October 1906, the learned gardener’s post was held
by Wictor Jäger from Germany (EAA, 1905–1906). His successor Arthur
Michils (Michels) came from Belgium. After graduating from a gymnasium, he
worked as master gardener in the gardens of Belgium and led the orchid section
in Berlin Botanical Garden in 1901–1903. In 1903, he took up post at St.
Petersburg Botanical Garden, where he worked with tropical plants, heading the
orchid section prior to moving to Tartu. He left Tartu at the end of 1908 due to
family circumstances in Belgium (EAA, 1906–1908).
As of 19 December 1908, Jan Kazimir Vladimir Muszyński commenced work
as acting learned gardener at the botanical garden of the university, becoming full
learned gardener on 1 January 1909. He was born on 21 June (3 July, according
to New Style) 1884 to a family of impoverished gentry from Wólka Nosowska
near the town of Biała Podlaska. His father Jan worked as a steward at Korytnica
estate. His mother was Anna née Wojtasiewicz. In 1900, Muszyński completed
the fifth grade at the Upper Secondary School of Vitebsk but discontinued
his studies due to financial problems. In his later curriculum vitae (1916),
he still mentions acquiring a secondary education in Warsaw. In 1900–1902,
Muszyński was a pharmacist apprentice in Warsaw. In 1902–1905, he worked
as assistant pharmacist, completing the exams for assistant pharmacist license at
the University of Warsaw in 1903. In this period, Muszyński also developed a
greater interest in botany. For example, he repeatedly participated in botanical
excursions organised by well-known Polish botanist Professor Ferdinand Karo.
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In 1902, Muszyński was awarded a scholarship of the Pharmaceutical Society
of Warsaw to compile a herbarium of medicinal plants and describe the family
Solanaceae. Already as an assistant pharmacist, he worked in his free time at
the Botanical Garden of Warsaw and in the laboratory of the Pharmaceutical
Society. In the meantime he became an activist of the Polish Socialist Party,
which was illegal in Russian Poland. He was arrested and sentenced to longterm imprisonment in 1905. Luckily, he was mistaken for another prisoner and
unintentionally released from the Warsaw Citadel. He fled from Warsaw and
continued to practice in a rural apothecary in Drobin near Płock. Some time
afterwards, he married Irena Baumgarten, the owner’s daughter.
In 1907, still wanted by the tsarist secret police, he went to study pharmacy at
the University of Dorpat (present-day Tartu), whose high academic level and
autonomy attracted many Polish students. On 28 August 1907, Muszyński
was admitted as an auditor of pharmacy at the University of Dorpat, where he
completed the professional examination for pharmacists on 1 June 1909 and
received a diploma on 11 June 1909. In his later career, he therefore presented
himself as a university graduate, which enabled him to reach a scientific degree
and position.
Being a bright student, he soon caught the attention of Professor Nikolai Kuznetsov,
who invited him to become his assistant. During his studies, he completed a course
in bacteriology and microscopic techniques at the Institute of Veterinary Studies.
After graduation, Muszyński took the post of superintendent of the Medicinal
Plants Garden in Tartu, where he studied the standardisation of Digitalis. He
presented this work at a pharmacists’ conference in St. Petersburg in 1913.
When the First World War broke out, Muszyński was conscripted, which caused
problems for the university. As he did not submit a proper letter of resignation,
he could not be dismissed from the service despite his conscription, and the
status of Jaan Ranna, who became the acting learned gardener, remained
legally unclear. Although Ranna was officially appointed as learned gardener
in 1915, Muszyński, too, remained on the staff of the university. The situation
was resolved only on 7 June 1916, when Muszyński filed with the university a
written request to be dismissed from the duties of learned gardener, which he
had retained after his conscription (EAA, n.d.,c; d; 1908–1917; Archiwum Akt...;
Isakow & Lewandowski, 1999, pp. 109–111; Meikar, 2002, pp. 69–70).
In connection with Muszyński’s conscription, Jaan Ranna was appointed as
acting learned gardener upon Professor Kuznetsov’s suggestion. Ranna was born
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on 17 September (N.S.) 1881 in Otepää and, after graduating from the local
parish school, studied gardening for three years at Pühajärve Manor, thereafter
practicing for two years at the nursery of Daugull in Tartu and for one year at the
nursery of Heinrich Gögginger in Riga. In 1904–1907, he worked as a gardener
at Rekta Manor, Mogilyov Gorvernorate (present-day Gomel Oblast, Republic of
Belarus). On 25 February 1908, Ranna commenced work at the botanical garden
as assistant to chief gardener Muszyński, becoming the acting learned gardener
on 1 September 1914 and also officially the learned gardener on 28 May 1915.
On 24 February 1918, German troops seized Tartu in the course of the First
World War and the Imperial University of Yuriev was renamed the Provincial
University of Tartu (Landesuniversität zu Dorpat), with the new statutes taking
effect on 11 August 1918. Ranna was dismissed from the service of the university
by German occupation authorities on 1 June 1918. In fact, though, he found
employment as gardener also at Landesuniversität zu Dorpat, being appointed
as chief gardener again by the university’s curator on 1 December 1918. After
the establishment of the University of Tartu of the Republic of Estonia on 1
December 1919, Ranna continued to work in the botanical garden, leaving the
position in 1923 (EAA, n.d.,e; 1821–1823; Meikar & Sander, 2000).

Assistants of learned gardeners
Learned gardeners were supported in their work by assistant gardeners, who
participated in as many practical works as possible and supervised and checked
the work of unskilled workers, where necessary. Heinrich Moritz Willkomm
(1873, p. 25) expected assistant gardeners to be young men with a solid general
education who had studied at some botanical garden or gardening school and
possessed botanical knowledge. With their knowledge, they could also have
served, in some respects, as assistants to botany professors. In reality, though,
just some single gardener assistants working at the Botanical Garden of the
University of Tartu met those requirements.
In his letter of 9 April 1806 to the University Council, Germann informed the
council that the academic garden needed two assistant gardeners, each with a
300-rouble salary, and 4 to 5 day workers (EAA, 1803–1814, pp. 52–53). All
assistant gardeners and apprentices cannot be listed here because all personal files
have not been preserved, nor do the existing staff lists of the university provide
complete information. Besides, the positions of assistant gardeners were not
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always filled, either because suitable persons were not found or assistant gardeners
were not always needed. Also, the professional fates of assistant gardeners and
gardener apprentices were widely divergent and their turnover was high.
The first assistant gardener was hired already during Germann’s directorship.
Since 1812, the garden already had two assistant gardener positions, although
one of them constantly remained unfilled (Willkomm, 1873, pp. 26–27).
However, Weinmann wrote: “For almost three years I worked without adequate
help, and saw only trouble with common labourers. Later I hired a young person
and in this manner have up until now saved the wages of a skilled hand.” (EAA,
1805–1828)
One of the persons known to have worked as assistant botanical gardener during
Ledebour’s time was Pado Cap(p)ellino (supposedly Italian), who worked in the
position (Balt./Ger. Gehülfe im Botanische Gärtner) in 1819–1820 (EAA, 1819–
1820). In connection with the conflict between Riedel and Ledebour, Cappellino
was also interrogated at the court session in 1820 (EAA, 1820, p. 41).
Peter Jacobsohn Pago (Pägo) worked in the garden until 1821 and was probably
Estonian. His successor at the botanical garden in 1821–1823 was Carl Reinberg,
son of innkeeper Tõnis Reinberg from Uus-Põltsamaa (Ger. Neu-Oberpahlen)
Manor. When he came to the assistant gardener’s position, he brought a positive
recommendation letter from the lord of the manor. After his dismissal, he later
worked at the botanical garden as day worker (EAA, 1821–1823). According to
the revision list of 1795 (EAA, 1795), 9-year-old Carl Reinberg (born in 1786)
was the son of Anton (Tõnno) Reinberg, servant of Uus-Põltsamaa Manor, and
his wife Tio. In 1816, Carl Reinberg was 30 years old and had been emancipated
from Uus-Põltsamaa Manor in 1815 (EAA, 1816–1833).
Johann Andreas Möhring worked as gardener apprentice in 1822–1825.
According to Möhring’s contract with the director of the botanical garden,
concluded on 1 March 1822, his apprenticeship was to last for six years. The
apprentice was to obey the orders of his direct teacher—the learned gardener.
The botanical garden, in turn, undertook to provide the necessary technical and
practical training within the specified time period. The monthly salary was set
at 25 roubles for the first three years but could be increased later. In addition,
the apprentice was provided with free accommodation and firewood. At least
Möhring still resigned prematurely due to low salary (EAA, 1822–1825).
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In 1835, Wilhelm Michelson (born supposedly in Tartu) was working as
assistant gardener but it is not known for how long. On 15 September of the
same year, at the age of 32, he married Christina Feilchen (born in 1813) (EAA,
1835). Gardener Michelson died on 8 April 1870 in Tartu (EAA, 1870). In
1843–1844, the positions of assistant gardeners were filled by Bergmann and
Brandt, in 1844–1846 by Emil Stelling, in 1846–1848 by Alexander Ernst
Hagen, and in 1848–1850 also by Wilhelm Michelson (Beise, 1852, p. 164).
The latter Michelson may have been the same man who worked in the position
also before. Emil Stelling also participated as a witness at a court session on 30
June 1845, being 24 years old at the time (EAA, 1845).
The apprenticeship period of learned gardener assistants could sometimes be
rather long. For example, Ludwig Jacobsohn commenced as an apprentice
in 1837 but became assistant learned gardener only in 1851, working in the
position until the second semester of 1877 (Willkomm, 1873, p. 27; Personal...,
1877, Sem. I, p. 9, Sem. II, p. 9). From the second semester of 1877 to the
first semester of 1885, Peep Parrikas (Parikas) worked as assistant gardener,
and thereafter the position was vacant for the first semester of 1885 (Personal...,
1877, Sem. II, p. 9; Personal...1884, Sem. II, p. 9, Personal...1885, Sem. I, p. 9).
In 1885–1886, for three semesters in total, the position was held by Adolph
Linau, who took up the position in the second semester of 1885 (Personal...,
1885, Sem. II, p. 9, Personal..., 1886, Sem. II, p. 9; Personal..., 1887, Sem. I,
p. 9).
In 1913, the position of learned gardener assistant was assumed by Ants Kingo,
who had previously worked as gardener apprentice in Saadjärv (Ger. Sadjerw)
Manor in 1907–1909 and as garden worker in Luunja Manor in 1909–1910.
In 1910–1912, he worked in the horticultural businesses of Wagner, and in
1912–1913 in other horticultural businesses in Riga. In the botanical garden,
he exhibited great interest and knowledge in botany, possessing a rather solid
expertise in plant taxonomy. In 1914, Kingo was conscripted into the First
World War (EAA, n.d.,b).
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 Ƥ  
Johann Anton Weinmann

Three learned gardeners of the University of Tartu have stood out with their
scientific activities, and two of them successfully continued their scientific career
elsewhere. One of them was Johann Weinmann, who, in parallel with his work at
the botanical garden, also took interest in the flora of the surroundings of Tartu.
In the course of his floral studies, he recorded our native species and also nonnative ones, and made observations on feral non-native plants (Weinmann, 1810,
pp. 1–169). For example, he first recorded feral Ligustrum vulgare in the vicinity
of Tartu (Klinge, 1883, p. 23). In connection with moving the botanical garden
to the present location, the plant list of the garden needed to be rearranged and
republished, and Weinmann was the one to undertake this work. In his work,
he describes the establishment of the garden and procurement of seeds and live
plants. It appears that plants were sent by several well-known botanists from
across Europe: from Russia and Western Europe (Weinmann, 1810, pp. XIV–
XVI). It also appears that Weinmann was responsible for the correspondence and
procurement of seeds and live plants.
In the plant list of the botanical garden published by Weinmann, plants are
arranged according to the same growth forms as in the earlier work of Germann
(1807, pp. 11–143). The list also shows whether the plant was growing in a
warm heated greenhouse (Caldarium), in a cool greenhouse (Frigidarium) or
in the open ground (Sub. div.), and, for open-ground plants, whether they
were covered for the winter. The work also includes species descriptions and
comments. According to specified data, Weinmann’s list showed the botanical
garden as having, according to the then nomenclature, 4,586 taxa of plants from
968 genera, with the place of growth unspecified for two taxa. Of the 4,584
taxa 2,250 were growing in greenhouses and 2,358 in the open ground, with
24 species growing in two places, mostly both in a cool greenhouse and in the
open ground (Weinmann, 1810, pp. 1–169). When comparing the number of
taxa with that in the old location, we can see that Weinmann’s work was highly
effective.
During his Tartu period, Weinmann described ten new plant species (International
Plant Names Index). He also describes how plants were used at the botanical
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garden for study and research purposes. Weinmann (1810, pp. XVI–XVII)
writes about it as follows:
Every student who wished to create a scientific collection could obtain
instructive specimens whenever possible. These were also distributed at the
lectures of botany. Acclimatisation experiments were carried out with many
plants. This was not always possible, however, especially as the garden often
had just one or two specimens of a species. One had to act very carefully
because even the healthiest plant could get damaged or perish when the
cover was allowed to be taken off from just a few windows for one or two
hours a day.
After Germann’s death, Weinmann also lectured at the university. His abstract of
lectures on horticulture has been preserved. The abstract shows that his lectures
touched upon the history of horticulture and dealt with the establishment
of gardens, with planting, soils, fertilisers, vegetable and fruit gardening and
ornamental gardening (EAA, 1922).

Mikhail Konstantinowitsch Fedosseyev

Another learned gardener involved in scientific activities was Fedosseyev, who
studied as an auditor at the university prior to becoming learned gardener.
Fedosseyev stood out with his energy, systematisation of scientific collections,
and commercial success in plant sales. He also travelled around, collecting a
herbarium and bringing new plants to the garden. For example in 1897,
Fedosseyev visited the Kherson Governorate and examined the materials from
the Altai expedition of Professor Eugenio Schmurlo in the same year (EAA,
1898–1900; Kuznetsov, 1898, p. 15; 1899, pp. 4, 13, 16; Dubyeva, 2004). He
also helped to supplement the herbarium. When the assembling of Herbarium
Rossicum was started, Fedosseyev also supplemented it with materials from his
travels (Kuznetsow, 1896, pp. 257–259). In 1898, he examined and labelled
the collection of palms according to contemporary scientific nomenclature and
correct taxonomic classification. Starting from palms, he catalogued all plants in
the greenhouses, setting up three catalogues: 1) by the running numbers within
each collection; 2) by families, genera and species, and 3) a card catalogue for all
live plants in the botanical garden. Fedosseyev also made a scientific examination
of the succulent collection, using the newest taxonomic studies. All succulents
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were numbered and documented likewise in three catalogues: a numerical,
taxonomic and card catalogue. Fedosseyev also examined and re-identified
the collection of orchids. He also focused on open-ground plants, examining
the plants of the Caucasian and taxonomic sections and starting to set up a
collection of ecological groups of plants, that is, plants of different habitats. He
established a seed exchange catalogue and a printed catalogue of duplicate live
plants, both greenhouse and open ground ones (Kuznetsov, 1899, pp. 9–16).
Fedosseyev was also actively involved in assembling the herbarium, examining
in 1898 his herbarium collected in Crimea (Kuznetsov, 1899, p. 31). He also
participated in studying the flora of the Caucasus and in analysing the data from
the studies (Kuznetsov, 1902, p. 223). In his last year at work, Fedosseyev dealt
with the repair of the greenhouse and was rewarded for this with 75 roubles on
29 September 1900 (EAA, 1898–1900, p. 32).

Ñ

Soon after Jan Muszyński arrived at the University of Tartu, he established
good contacts with the botanists of the university, first of all Kuznetsov and
assistant director of the botanical garden Boleslav Hryniewiecki (Meikar, 2002,
p. 69). Working simultaneously at the botanical garden and the Institute of
Pharmacology, Muszyński completed his master’s examination on 23 March
1912. When the war broke out, Muszyński was conscripted and sent to a
military hospital near Petrograd (present-day St. Petersburg), where he worked
as assistant manager of the pharmacy and teacher in the school of military
medical assistants. In 1915, he was sent to Sukhumi to organise the collection
of medicinal plants. In the same year, while working in a military field hospital,
he submitted his master’s manuscript to the Medical Faculty of the University
of Tartu. The manuscript evoked disagreement in the review committee, which
included also Nikolai Popov, the assistant director (then essentially director) of
the botanical garden, but was ultimately still approved for publication. Upon
the thesis defence on 19 March 1917, Muszyński was awarded a master’s degree
in pharmacy (diploma of 2 August 1917). Participation in the thesis defence
appears to have remained one of his last stays in Tartu. Muszyński’s last contact
with the University of Tartu took place on 7 September 1932, when he turned
to Prof. Theodor Lippmaa, the then director of the botanical garden, asking him
to send him copies of the documents proving his service at the university (EAA,
n.d.,c; d; 1908–1917; Mushinskii, 1916, pp. 1–27; Meikar, 2002, pp. 69–71).
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Muszyński authored a guide to the botanical garden and a brief botanical
description of the surroundings of Tartu (Mushinskii, 1911a, pp. 7–101;
1911b, pp. 336–338). Nikolai Kuznetsov, professor of botany and director of
the botanical garden, writes in his foreword to Muszyński’s work on the botanical
garden that the learned gardener Muszyński has spent much time and energy on
developing the garden’s collection of live plants and has established order in the
garden (Mushinskii, 1911a, pp. 3–5). The published overview was the first of
this form—the previous detailed history and plant list of the garden had been
published nearly 40 year before (Willkomm, 1873, pp. 1–179).
Muszyński’s work describes the botanical garden by its departments. A brief
description of the park and its vegetation is followed by longer overviews of the
departments of the Caucasus, Siberia, Amur-Japan, America, medicinal plants,
alpine plants, steppe plants, and the taxonomic department. Biological groups of
plants and plants in the six greenhouses are characterised separately and, finally,
an overview of insectivorous plants is presented. The work is the first to address
the medicinal plants growing in the medical department of the botanical garden.
The relevant table contains 88 taxa, preparations derived from them, and their
healing properties, separately listing several trees and shrubs growing in the
department (Mushinskii, 1911a, pp. 17–101).
During his Tartu period, Muszyński studied the possibilities of obtaining opium
in the botanical garden and published the results in the Apotheker Zeitung
magazine and in the proceedings of the Tbilisi Botanical Garden. Already during
his Polish period, he published a Polish-language manual on collecting plants for
and compiling a herbarium, and several papers in Polish-language nature and
pharmaceutical magazines. By the time of obtaining the degree of Candidate of
Sciences, Muszyński could present 30 Polish-language research papers and 3 works
in German and 19 in Russian pharmaceutical magazines. His most important
floristic works were published in the proceedings of the Botanical Garden of
the University of Tartu, to which works in Russian publications were added.
There is, however, no complete overview of his works published during the Tartu
period. His plant anatomical studies are also incorporated into and highlighted
in Kuznetsov’s research works. Primarily upon Kuznetsov’s encouragement,
Muszyński’s research focused on the Caucasus and the surroundings of the Black
Sea, where he had also been collecting medicinal plants during the First World
War (EAA, n.d.,d; 1908–1917; Meikar, 2002, pp. 69–71).
In 1896–1912, the learned gardeners H. Siesmayer, M. Fedosseyev, A. Murjan,
A. Michils, J. Muszyński and W. Zaikowski participated in the compilation of
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the editions of Index Seminum of the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu
(Lipshits, 1952, p. 70).

The activities of learned gardeners elsewhere after leaving Tartu
Johann Anton Weinmann in St. Petersburg (Russia)

Of the learned gardeners who worked in Tartu, three men—Johann Anton
Weinmann, Ludwig Riedel and Jan Muszyński—later became renowned. Also,
the activities of Carl Bartelsen in St. Petersburg were notable.
Weinmann moved to St. Petersburg in 1813 and was admitted, probably upon
the recommendation of von Klinger (Salupere, 1997), to the service of Empress
Maria Feodorovna, widow of Emperor Paul I, as the superintendent of the palace
garden of Gatchina. Weinmann also held a correspondence with von Klinger, as
evidenced by his three letters to von Klinger (Weinmann, 1809 & 1811; 1814).
It has also been mentioned that Empress Maria Feodorovna invited Weinmann
from Tartu to Gatchina in 1813 (Regel, 1859, p. 63).
In 1815, he proceeded to the position of superintendent (essentially the manager)
of the castle garden of Pavlovsk. Rather little is known about his professional
work there but he is thought to have been essentially a researcher-botanist there,
managing the establishment of the entire park complex. Weinmann developed
the park into a species-rich landscape park and shaped it into a botanical
collection (Trautvetter, 1837, p. 54; Regel, 1858, pp. 356–357; 1861, pp. 350–
355; Lipshits, 1947, pp. 77–79). He has even been named as the establisher of
the park as redesigned in 1823 (RAN, 2012). Thanks to him, the Pavlovsk Park
became the park richest in the species in the surroundings of St. Petersburg. Also
the herbarium that he collected from the garden has been preserved (Bubyreva &
Osinskaia, 2010). Part of Weinmann’s herbarium, together with that of gardener
Buek, is located in the collection of naturalist Carl Bernhard Trinius in Moscow
(Herbarium C. B. Trinius, 2012).
Weinmann was on good terms with widowed Empress Maria Feodorovna and
maintained the post confided to him by the Empress also under the new owners
of the castle and garden—her son Emperor Nikolai I and grandson Emperor
Alexander II. Weinmann was also a good speaker, organised guided tours in
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Pavlovsk and vividly described the nature values of the garden to visitors (RAN,
2012).
In parallel with his duties in the garden, Weinmann also devoted himself to
studying the flora of Russia. The number of his scientific publications is not
known but has been stated to amount to 19 (Trautvetter, 1880, pp. 319–323) or
21 (Lipshits, 1947, pp. 77–79). His papers deal with vascular plants, bryophytes,
lichens, algae and various fungi. Weinmann’s principal and best known works are
the following five overviews: plants of Pavlovsk Garden (1824), fungi of Russia
(1836), flora of the St. Petersburg area (1837), bryophytes of Russia (1845,
1846), and flora of Perm Oblast (1850) (Lipshits, 1947, pp. 77–79).
In preparing the plant list of the Pavlovsk Garden, Weinmann followed the
taxonomy of Carl von Linné, presenting also the synonyms. He listed the species
and intraspecific varieties along with author citations, dividing them between 24
families. He recorded about 660 species in the garden, 633 of them belonging
to Phaenogamae, 2 to Characeae and 24 to Filicoideae. Also the life form and
natural habitat (distribution range) are specified for each taxon (Weinmann,
1824, pp. 1–472; Trautvetter, 1880, pp. 320–321). For this work, Weinmann
was elected as a correspondent member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of
St. Petersburg in 1831 (Regel, 1959, p. 63; Lipshits, 1947, pp. 77–79).
When St. Petersburg-based famous botanists von Trinius (1778–1844), August
Gustav Heinrich von Bongard (1786–1839) and Friedrich Ernst Ludwig von
Fischer (1782–1854) had read Weinmann’s manuscript on the fungi of the
St. Petersburg area, they proposed that he draw up an overview of the fungi
of Russia. He did undertake this work, which resulted in a detailed and highly
valued piece of research. Weinmann’s work builds on the research of German
botanists Kurt Polycarp Joachim Sprengel (1766–1833) and Christian Gottfried
Daniel Nees von Esenbeck (1776–1858) and Swedish mycologist Elias Magnus
Fries (1794–1878). The monograph on fungi consolidates the materials
collected by Weinmann himself and at least eight more botanists. Part of the
material collected by Weinmann has been described by Fries. Weinmann’s work
describes 1,128 fungus species, including their taxonomy, identification features,
synonyms, habitats, seasons of occurrence and distribution ranges, also listing all
pieces of literature mentioning the respective fungus species. Weinmann’s work is
based on Fries’s taxonomic classification of fungi. It also describes 99 new species
and one new special form (Weinmann, 1836, pp. 1–660; Trautvetter, 1880,
p. 322; Lipshits, 1947, pp. 77–79; Shcherbakova, 1979, p. 123; Istoriia, 2009).
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In the overview of the flora of the St. Petersburg area, Weinmann published
the results of his 18-year work and materials collected by himself and others.
This work earned Weinmann the award of the St. Petersburg Free Economic
Society. The work lists 2,427 species of vascular plants, bryophytes, lichens
and various fungi, and a number of intraspecific taxa. The taxa are divided into
two big groups: Plantae Phanerogamea and Plantae Cryptocamea, with 665 and
1,762 species, respectively: a total of 1,373 taxa of fungi (Fungi), 196 taxa of
bryophytes (Musci), 114 taxa of lichens (Lichenes), 52 taxa of algae (Algae), and
27 taxa of pteridophytes (Filicoideae) (Trautvetter, 1880, p. 322; Weinmann,
1837a, pp. 1–320, Lipshits, 1947, pp. 77–79).
In his fourth work, Weinmann published an overview of Russia’s bryophytes,
presenting the identification features, synonyms, habitats and ranges of 252
Bryopsida species collected and identified by himself and others (Trautvetter,
1880, p. 323; Weinmann, 1845, pp. 429–489, 417–503; 1846, pp. 517–538;
Lipshits, 1947, pp. 78–79). His fifth work gives an overview of the flora of
Perm Oblast, listing 323 species (Trautvetter, 1880, p. 323; Weinmann, 1850,
pp. 538–588; Lipshits, 1947, pp. 78–79). In addition to the above, Weinmann
examined the herbarium of the flora of Tambov Oblast collected by O. von
Thoermer in 1835–1836. On the basis of this analysis, he recorded 153 species,
varieties and forms. Eight of the species and also several varieties and forms are
new, with Latin descriptions presented for each of them. Weinmann also named a
new plant species found by Thoermer in his honour as Carduus thoermeri Weinm.
(Weinmann, 1837b, pp. 51–74; Trautvetter, 1880, p. 322; Shcherbakova, 1979,
p. 90). In the course of his studies, Weinmann described over 200 new vascular
plant, bryophyte and fungus species.
On 24 January 1846, Weinmann was elected as correspondent member of the
Russian Imperial Academy of Medical Surgery. He was also a regular, ordinary,
correspondent or honorary member of seven specialist societies (gardening and
pharmacy), including the Naturalists’ Society of Moscow. Weinmann died in
Pavlovsk, according to the first notice of Eduard August Regel (1858, p. 356) on
17 August 1858 and according to his second notice at 8 p.m. on 5 August 1858
in the presence of his wife and daughter (Regel, 1859, p. 63). Thus, according
to the new calendar, Weinmann’s birth and death dates should be 23 December
1782 and 17 August 1858, as the date of death in the first notice of Regel (1858,
p. 356) was given according to the new calendar.
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Ludwig Riedel in Brazil

The arrival of Ludwig (in Brazil, Luis) Riedel in St. Petersburg has been
documented by Johann Friedrich Eschscholz, professor of the University of
Tartu, in his letter of June 1820 to his friend Adelbert von Chamisso in Berlin.
Eschscholz wrote that Riedel had arrived at Weinmann’s in St. Petersburg to
head off for a 3 to 4-year expedition to South America. It is not known which
expedition he referred to (Komissarov, 1977a, p. 33; Augel, 1979, p. 50). Riedel’s
leaving from Tartu has been associated with his letter to Consul General Georg
Heinrich von Langsdorff, who had been appointed in 1812, arrived in Brazil
in 1813 and returned to Europe in March 1820. Riedel spent two months at
Weinmann’s in Pavlovsk, then travelled to St. Petersburg in July and reached
Kronstadt on 22 July. He was still there on 20 August to travel to the New World.
From Kronstadt, Riedel travelled to Finland, visited Sweden and Norway and
arrived in Copenhagen on 7 September. On 18 October 1820, Riedel arrived
in Lisbon aboard the Danish ship Concordia (Komissarov, 1977b, pp. 15, 27,
29; Augel, 1979, pp. 25–26). Russia’s Consul General in Lisbon at the time
was Franz (Francois) Borel, later Consul General in Brazil, who arrived in Rio
de Janeiro on 13 (25, according to N.S.) November 1829 (Komissarov, 1977b,
pp. 56–57). Riedel may have known him. After living in Lisbon for nearly two
months, he reached the port town San Salvador in 8 January 1821, capital of the
Brazilian state of Bahia (Augel, 1979, pp. 25–26).
Ludwig (later Luiz in Brazil) Riedel has written in his diary about his arrival in
Brazil:
I had such strong emotions that, I don’t even know how, tears came into my
eyes. I saw a land in the distance, saw myself among people so different from
Europeans. The food, the climate, the products of this country—everything
was new for me. I took a look into the past and thought about the future not
without excitement, like a forsaken must have felt, like a reborn, left without
parents and dependent on the humanity of others only. (Komissarov, 1977a,
pp. 33–34)
In San Salvador, he met German naturalist Adolf Zaueracker (Saueracker), who
had been in Brazil since 1819, to join him to travel south, to the port town of
Ilhéus in Bahia state, where a big German colony established in 1818 resided at
the time. Riedel and Zaueracker reached Ilhéus with difficulty only on 8 February
1821. While living in Ilhéus for a year and a half, Riedel studied the vegetation
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of the area of provinces of Bahia and Minas Gerais and took notes on the local
Indians and the immigrants there (Augel, 1979, pp. 26–27; Komissarov, 1977a,
p. 34; de Moraes, 2012, pp. 185–187).
Riedel tolerated the local climate poorly, he fell ill and ran into financial
difficulties. He wrote in his diary on 17 May 1822: “Many a thing is possible, I
dry my paper by the fire to save the collected plants. Poverty does not allow me
to have more paper and just the suitable paper.” He continued on 5 June:
Rain has been pouring down all day long, all my paper is used up with
plants... The tiny place where I live, and also cheese, everything was covered
with mould... I kept a fire in my hut all day to dry the paper.... How miserable
it is to live without the essential amenities that could be obtained easily and
without big expenses.... I could work half the night, I can have no sleep, I
don’t care, but where could I get money for lamp oil... If I had one franc per
day, I wouldn’t have to sleep hungry as it quite often happens.
He noted in June 1822: “I am getting weaker day by day. My feet are swollen,
even a short trip makes me tired and brings suffering...,” and already in July: “But
what can I do amid so many plants, I must not get tired.” (Komissarov, 1977a,
pp. 34–35). It is not quite clear for whom he collected the plants. Still, it has
been said that he was to collect plants and seeds for the St. Petersburg Academy
of Sciences (Urban, 1894, p. 11). According to the information sent from St.
Petersburg on 15 February 1822, the sum of 20,000 roubles had been allocated
to von Langsdorff and 4,000 roubles to Mr. Riedel, formerly a botanical gardener
at the University of Tartu, with a view to obtain interesting material from him, as
he was not just a plant expert but also an expert in entomology, mineralogy and
other fields (Allgemeinen Teutschen…, 1822, p. 91). He also had knowledge in
ichthyology (Flora oder Botanische…, 1822, p. 112). Thus, Riedel’s stay in Brazil
was known in St. Petersburg. From early February 1821 to early November
1822, Riedel was botanising and touring in southern Bahia. According to his
diary, his numbered plant collections from Bahia and Minas Gerais’s provinces
contained 1,025 species (Urban, 1894, pp. 11–12; de Moraes, 2012, p. 187).
Riedel got saved when Georg Heinrich von Langsdorff, former consul in Brazil,
commenced a complex expedition to study the nature and population of Brazil
and engaged Riedel in the expedition as a botanist (Urban, 1894, pp. 6–21;
Manizer, 1947, pp. 45–148; Barman, 1971, pp. 67–96; Komissarov, 1975, pp.
67–103; 1977a, pp. 5–116; Augel, 1979, pp. 39–48; Basargina et al., 2012,
pp. 14–91). On 27 May 1822, Riedel wrote to Langsdorff about his situation
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(Komissarov, 1977a, p. 35). Langsdorff had arrived in Rio de Janeiro with his
companions, expedition supplies and 85 German colonists (with Langsdorff
personally subsidising the travel of 65 of them) on 21 February (5 March,
according to N.S.) 1822 aboard the ship Doris (Komissarov, 1975, p. 69). Riedel
also wrote to Russia’s vice consul Francisco Ribeiro Pessoa. Having received 600
francs of financial support from Pessoa upon Langsdorff’s approval, Riedel left
Ilhéus on 7 or 8 November 1822 and arrived in Rio de Janeiro on 15 November.
There, he went to Russia’s representation, met Vice Consul Piotr A. Kielchen,
Prussian Consul Karl Wilhelm Theremin, the Swedish Consul, and German
naturalists Georg Wilhelm Freyreiss and Heinrich Karl Beyrich. Riedel left Rio
de Janeiro on 20 January. Arriving at Mandioca Manor (Fasenda Mandioca), a
place on the River Serra de’Estrela which Langsdorff had bought in 1816 (1817),
he met Langsdorff and the other members of the expedition (Urban, 1894, p.
10; Komissarov, 1977a, p. 35; Augel, 1979, p. 30; de Moraes, 2012, p. 187). The
expedition financed by Russia and supported also by Czar Alexander I was held
in 1821–1829 and was divided into two stages: (1) beginning of the expedition
and initial travels 1821–1825, and (2) the years 1825–1829, which formed the
main part of the expedition (Manizer, 1948, pp. 45–148; Komissaro, 1975,
pp. 73–103; 1977a, pp. 24–103).
After improving his health at Mandioca, and as the start of the expedition
was delayed, Riedel studied the nature in the surroundings of Mandioca with
zoologist Édouard Ménétries in 1823 and collected an excellent herbarium
(Komissarov, 1977a, p. 35). In the spring and summer of 1822, while living at
Mandioca with the participants of the expedition, Langsdorff did not embark
on long travels. From September to November, he organised a larger expedition
to the surroundings of Rio de Janeiro. In 1823, the naturalists, including
Riedel, collected on the rivers Inhumerim and Paraiba and in the surroundings
of Sumidouru, Samambaia, Barra (Barra da Tijuca) and other settlements. As
departure for the larger expedition was delayed, Riedel wrote to the Prussian
Minister of Culture on 10 July 1823, asking for financial support. As botanist
Friedrich Sellow (Sello) was currently collecting plants in this area at the service
of Prussia, the allocation of a grant to Riedel took long. However, thanks to his
supporter garden inspector Otto, Riedel received 450 Marks on 4 January 1824
and resigned from Langsdorff’s expedition. In 1824–1826, Riedel used the grant
to collect live plants, tubers, bulbs, and 506 accessions of seeds for the Botanical
Garden of Berlin (Urban, 1894, p. 11; Augel, 1979, p. 51).
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Langsdorff spent the beginning of 1824 on preparations for the new expedition.
Only on 26 April (8 May, according to N.S.) did the participants leave Mandioca
to head north towards Minas Gerais, accompanied by Riedel, Johann Moritz
Rugendas, Ménétries and Nester G. Rubtsov. They returned to Mandioca in
February (on 1 March) 1825, having covered over 1,000 km in the ten months
and gathered a rich collection of various materials, including 25,000 specimens
of plants from 1,500 (1,400) species (Urban, 1894, pp. 12–15; Komissarov,
1977a, pp. 37, 47).
The expedition materials were sent to St. Petersburg on the frigate Kreisser of
Mikhail Lazarev’s world circumnavigation (1822–1825) and on the brig Krotki
of Ferdinand von Wrangel’s world circumnavigation (1825–1827) under the
accompaniment of gardener apprentice Johann Stewardt. The living plants were
intended for the Botanical Garden of St. Petersburg (Nekrasova & Prussak,
1957, p. 806; Komissarov, 1977a, pp. 36, 47–48).
In 1825, it was decided in St. Petersburg to allocate a new grant to the expedition.
Langsdorff took off to a new expedition on 22 or 25 August (3 or 6 September,
according to N.S.) 1825. Most of the participants boarded a ship in Rio de
Janeiro to travel to the port town of Santos, while Riedel and Christian Hasse
headed to the province of São Paulo on land with the expedition’s caravan
(Komissarov, 1975, pp. 81–82; 1977, p. 51). They also stayed in the cities of
Santos, São Paulo, Itu and Ipanema, making trips to the surrounding areas.
Langsdorff returned to Mandioca on 24 January (5 February, according to
N.S.) 1826, appointing Riedel as his substitute. The expedition group headed
by Riedel studied the south-western part of the São Paulo Province, staying in
the cities of Itapetininga, Castro, and others. (Urban, 1894, p. 15; Komissarov,
1975, pp. 84–86; 1977, p. 52–54)
Langsdorff returned to Porto Feliz, where also the expedition group had arrived
in the second half of March, April 1826. From there, the expedition—consisting
of 8 (7) boats and nearly 30 (40) people—took off on a new research trip on 10
(22, according to N.S.) June 1826. On 18 (30, according to N.S.) January 1827,
they arrived in Cuiabá, the capital of the Matu Grosso state, having covered
4,000 km since Porto Feliz. They covered most of the distance by rivers, also
making numerous land journeys in different directions on the way (Urban,
1894, p. 15; Komissarov, 1975, pp. 81, 86–88; 1977a, pp. 55–63).
The following months of 1827 were spent on resting and organising the
collections. Cuiaba remained the expedition’s main stopover from where longer
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journeys were undertaken during six months, with longer stays in the cities of
Guimarães and Diamantina. As an outcome of these journeys, Riedel collected
and sent to St. Petersburg 800–900 new plant species and a big quantity of
seeds of unknown plants (Urban, 1894, pp. 15–16; Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957,
p. 805; Komissarov, 1975, pp. 90–94; 1977a, pp. 65–74).
When departing for an expedition again, Langsdorff divided the participants
into two groups.
One group consisted of Riedel and Taunay, who took off on 9 (21, according to
N.S.) November 1827, moved west to the Guaporé River and were supposed to
reach the Amazonas along the Madeira River. Unfortunately, Taunay perished
on 5 January 1828 on the Guaporé River, which was a great blow for the entire
Langsdorff’s expedition. Riedel still continued the expedition as planned and,
despite all the difficulties he met, completed the journey and arrived in Belém,
the largest city of Pará Province at the mouth of the Amazon, on 29 December
1828 (9 January 1829 – N.S.) in a poor health condition. The other branch of the
expedition had arrived there on 4 (16 – N.S.) September. Riedel covered more
than 7,500 km since Taunay’s death and collected a large botanical collection
during the expedition (Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 805; Komissarov, 1975,
pp. 100–101; 1977a, pp. 75, 81–84, 96). On 14 (26 – N.S.) March, the whole
expedition arrived in Rio de Janeiro on the ship Don Pedro I. Langsdorff’s 32
(16) crates with expedition materials were shipped to Hamburg, accompanied by
Nester G. Rubtsov. From there, they were sent to Lübeck, from where Russian
Consul Karl Schlözer sent them to St. Petersburg (Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957,
p. 806; Komissarov, 1975, pp. 101–102; 1977a, p. 97; Basargina et al., 2012,
p. 60).
Langsdorff got himself a good botanist in Riedel, which is evidenced by his
several positive appraisals. For example, in his letter of 27 March, Langsdorff
notes to Nesselrode that Riedel had sent to St. Petersburg 800–900 new plant
species and a big quantity of unknown seeds. Riedel has also been described as an
energetic and tough traveller (Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 806; Komissarov,
1977a, pp. 29, 33–35) and as a person who helped to solve various conflicts that
arose during the expedition (Baeza, 2012, pp. 8–11).
Riedel wished to receive a new grant from St. Petersburg for further collecting
of plants. This, however, was to be decided upon his return to St. Petersburg.
Riedel still remained in Rio de Janeiro and married a daughter of a family living
in the farmland of Mandioca. He established his home in Praia Vermelha near
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Rio de Janeiro. He also continued to collect plants in the surroundings of Rio de
Janeiro (from April 1829 to May 1930) (Urban, 1894, pp. 17, 20; Komissarov,
1977a, p. 97).
In 1830, Riedel arrived in Kronstadt (St. Petersburg) aboard the ship Elena
(Helena) of a Russian-American company, which was circumnavigating the world
(1828–1831) under the leadership of Vassili S. Khromtchenko (St. Petersburg).
He brought along 84 pieces of luggage: a herbarium of 8,000 species (80,000
specimens) and 1,000 live plants. St. Petersburg Botanical Garden bought the
collections for 12,000 and 25,000 roubles, respectively (Urban, 1894, p. 17;
Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, pp. 806–807; Komissarov, 1977a, p. 99; Basargina
et al., 2012, p. 60).
Here it is appropriate to mention that in 1823 the St. Petersburg Aptekarsky
Island of medical plants was restructured and renamed the Imperial Botanical
Garden, which became the centre for collecting and research of plants in the
whole of Russia, and this also explained the urgent need for new plants in the
following years. Thus, in 1824, the Imperial Botanical Garden in St. Petersburg
contained 5,682 species and in 1836 nearly 15,000 species (Lipskii, 1913,
pp. 318–320). As a result, the number of plant species more than doubled
during Riedel’s stay in Brazil.
Riedel was contracted for the period of 14 February 1831 to 1 June 1836 to
return to Brazil, organise expeditions to different parts of Brazil and collect
seeds, a herbarium and live plants for the botanical garden. Riedel returned
to Rio de Janeiro on 3 August 1831 with some students from the Academy
of Arts and gardener (Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, pp. 806–807; Komissarov,
1977a, p. 101; Basargina et al., 2012, p. 60). Bernhard Luschnath, who had
been hired as gardener of the St. Petersburg Botanical Garden as of 16 July
1831 and travelled to Brazil on board the expedition (1831–1833) ship America
(Amerika) operated by captain V. S. Khromtchenko, was appointed as Riedel’s
assistant. He arrived in Rio de Janeiro on 3 January 1832. Riedel and Luschnath
established a small botanical garden in Rio de Janeiro to gather live ornamental
and medicinal plants for sending to St. Petersburg (Trautvetter, 1837, p. 54;
Manizer, 1947, pp. 147–148; Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 807; Komissarov,
1977a, p. 102). Prior to travelling to Brazil, Luschnath (who also had a brother
in Russia) worked in Tessel Manor of General Nikolai N. Rayevski jun. (1801–
1843) in Crimea. This is mentioned by Friedrich Ernst Ludwig Fischer, director
of the St. Petersburg Botanical Garden, in his letter of 12 June 1833 to Rayevski,
in which he refers to Luschnath, former gardener of the manor, as Brazilian
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(Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 807). In 1833, Luschnath returned from Brazil
to St. Petersburg on board the ship America with 2,000 clay pots with live plants
worth 100,000 roubles, and 2,000 species (20,000 specimens) of herbarium
plants, a big quantity of various fruits, seeds, wood samples, and a zoological
collection. The ship America arrived in Rio de Janeiro for the second time during
the expedition on 7 April 1833, and from there to Kronstadt on 13 September
1833. Luschnath left the service of St. Petersburg Botanical Garden due to illness
on 8 October 1833 and proceeded abroad (Ivashintsev, 1872, pp. 118–123,
240–241; Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 807; Komissarov, 1977a, pp. 101–
103). Luschnath, who has also been called “The English Gardener”, became
famous for inventing, while en route from Rio de Janeiro to St. Petersburg in
1833, a method of transporting live plants on board a ship so they would not die
(The Nautical Magazine, 1838, pp. 167–168).
In 1832, Riedel sent to St. Petersburg twelve boxes with live plants, herbarium
materials, fruits and seeds (Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 807). In 1833–
1835, Riedel made a long collecting trip together with Peter Wilhelm Lund, a
renowned Danish palaeontologist, zoologist and archaeologist, who had settled
in Brazil (Urban, 1894, p. 18). In 1835, Riedel sent to St. Petersburg five cases
with collections of seeds, herbarium materials and wood samples. One case
alone contained a herbarium of 1,000 specimens. Riedel was dismissed from St.
Petersburg Botanical Garden by his own accord as of 1 July 1836 and stayed to
live in Brazil. He was known as an energetic organiser and renowned botanist,
and Langsdorff and Riedel have been said to have left an indelible imprint in the
study of Brazil’s flora (Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, pp. 805–806; Komissarov,
1977a, p. 103).
Having left the service of Russia, Riedel ran into financial difficulties. He still
continued to collect plants. In 1838–1839, he collected them together with
the French botanist Jean Baptiste Antoine Guillemin; the herbarium is located
in Paris (Urban, 1894, p. 18; JSTOR Plant Science, 2012). In 1838, Riedel left
Rio de Janeiro for Europe and arrived back in Brazil through Hamburg on 19
February 1839 (Augel, 1979, p. 52).
In the states of Brazil, Riedel collected
1) in 1821–1822 in Bahia – plants of 1,000 (1,025) species;
2) from November 1822 to April 1824 in Rio de Janeiro – plants of an unclear
number of species;
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3) from April 1824 to February 1825 in Minas Gerais – 1,500 species;
4) from September 1825 to February 1829 in São Paulo, Mato Grosso, Alto
Amazonas and Pará – 1,600 species;
5) from April 1829 to May 1830 in Rio de Janeiro – an unclear small amount
of species;
6) from October 1831 to January 1836 in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Goiá and
Minas Gerais – 3,000 species. (Urban, 1894, p. 20)
It is written that Riedel “has brought from Rio de Janeiro for the [St. Petersburg]
botanical garden a collection of more than a thousand living Brazilian plants,
beautiful and rare, among which are many that have not before been found in any
botanical garden in Europe” (AJSA, 1831, p. 175). The herbarium collected by
Langsdorff and Riedel contains about 100,000 specimens of herbarium plants,
fruits and seeds of 10,000 (12,000) species and has a high scientific value. The
herbarium specimens collected have been mentioned to include 15 per cent of
the immense flora of Brazil. They were examined by many well-known botanists
of Russia and other countries. Several plant genera and nearly 30 species were
named in honour of Langsdorff and one genus with six species was named in
honour of Riedel (Komissarov, 1977a, p. 110).
It is known that the herbarium of St. Petersburg Botanical Garden comprised
20,000 specimens from 2,000 species and had been collected by Riedel in
conjunction with Luschnath in 1831–1836. In addition, four packs of dried
herbs, referred to as “the Brazilian collection”, were obtained from Luschnath.
In 1835, 1837 and 1839, he sold part of his herbarium accumulated in the
state of Bahia to St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences for 400, 20 and 70 roubles
(Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 812). Luschnath returned to Brazil, as he has
been stated to have collected the plants until 1837 (Manizer, 1947, p. 147;
JSTOR Global Plants, 2013). Guido Pabst and Fritz Dungs (1977, p. 55) wrote:
“Luschnath collected around Rio de Janeiro in 1831, 1833 and 1834 and in
Bahia in 1835 and 1837. His plants were sent to the Herbarium in Rio de
Janeiro, Bahia, Kiel, Brussels, Berlin and St. Petersburg”.
In January 1842, Riedel wrote: “I am in a critical situation. My enormous trade
in plants and seeds does not provide sufficient means for maintenance and for
the education of my seven children.” (Komissarov, 1977a, pp. 105–106) On
11 February 1842, Riedel got a job at the National Museum (then Imperial
Museum) of Brazil, where he was the first person to head the Department
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of Botany, Agriculture and Handicraft; Riedel worked there until 1861 (de
Sampaio, 1922, pp. 39–41, 44; Komissarov, 1977a, p. 106). Since 1942, Riedel
was also the manager of the gardens of the residence of Brazilian emperor Pedro
II and worked for years as director of the parks and gardens of Rio de Janeiro. In
Brazil, Riedel maintained contacts with Russian researchers. Naturalist Ilya G.
Voz(s)nessenski, who visited him in 1839, wrote that Riedel’s house and garden
were always open to him. Carl Johann Maximowicz, too, stayed at Riedel’s place
in 1853 when he visited Rio de Janeiro on the frigate Diana. Riedel had also
a good sense of language—he compiled a bilingual dictionary of the language
of a local Indian tribe and Portuguese, which, however, remained a manuscript
(Materialy..., 1973, p. 59). French botanist and landscape architect Auguste
François Marie Glaziou, who became director of the parks and gardens of Rio
de Janeiro in Riedel’s place in 1858, has written about Riedel’s last years. It
appears that Riedel was ill for a long time and died in 1861 in Rio de Janeiro
(Urban, 1894, p. 19; Nekrasova & Prussak, 1957, p. 808; Augel, 1979, pp. 53,
56; FBN, 2003).

Carl Bartelsen in St. Petersburg

While working in St. Petersburg Botanical Garden, Bartelsen made frequent visits
abroad. He visited the Hamburg Horticultural Exhibition and big greenhouses
in 1898, participated with exhibits in Paris World Fair in 1900, participated in
the horticultural exhibition in Riga in 1901, visited the Gagra Plant Exhibition
in Paris in 1903, participated in the International Horticultural Exhibition
in London, and visited Kew Gardens and several horticultural institutions in
Britain in 1912. In 1905, 1907 and 1909, he visited the Caucasus and Crimea
to collect seeds, wood samples and live plants. He introduced Osmunda regalis to
the botanical garden from Adler and cultured Hicoria pecan (Carya illinoinensis)
from the Caucasian Black Sea coast. In 1899 and 1912, he designed new layouts
for the botanical garden (Lipskii, 1913–1915, pp. 241–243).

Ñ

After the outbreak of the First World War, Muszyński was conscripted into
the Russian army as assistant manager of the field hospital’s pharmacy of the
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Horse Guard Regiment in St. Petersburg and as the superintendent of the local
botanical garden. A year later, he became the manager of a government-owned
plantation of medicinal plants and its factory in Sukhumi, providing the army
with morphine. Only in 1917 did he manage to complete his master’s thesis
(Mushinskii, 1916, pp. 1–27) and receive a diploma in pharmacy. In Russia,
this diploma was equivalent to the doctoral degrees awarded in the AustroHungarian Monarchy.
Jan Muszyński returned to his free homeland only in 1921. From Sukhumi,
he brought floristic collections, which he donated to the University of Warsaw.
He found his first job in Planta, a Warsaw-based herbal products company. His
unique qualifications attracted the attention of the Ministry of Public Health
and he soon became an officer of its Medicinal Plants Section. For a short period
he also worked as superintendent of the university’s medicinal plants garden in
Warsaw (Magowska, 2001, pp. 63–64).
In the fall of 1921, he was seconded to work in Wilno (now Vilnius) as a deputy
professor responsible for organising pharmaceutical studies and establishing the
Chair of Pharmacognosy and Medicinal Plant Cultures and the Medicinal Plants
Garden. It was a pioneering mission, not just because Poles had not had any
scientific or organisational achievements in pharmacognosy. Muszyński organised
the garden without any subsidies, fully relying on his own resourcefulness and
hard work. Together with his assistant Wacław Strażewicz, he took trips to local
meadows and woods, collecting plant seeds from their native habitats and later
exchanging them for seeds and seedlings with renowned botanical gardens in
Europe and the USA (Magowska, 2001, p. 32).
In the absence of academic staff, Muszyński periodically taught not only
pharmacognosy but also growing of medicinal plants, microscopic analysis of
therapeutic materials, toxicology, applied pharmacy and history of pharmacy.
In 1923, he was appointed as manager of the Pharmaceutical Department
of Wilno University, while continuing to head the Chair of Pharmacognosy
and Medicinal Plant Cultures. In 1928, he took a study tour across Europe
to investigate modern methods of growing medicinal plants (Muszyński, 1929,
pp. 403–406). In the interwar period, his medicinal plants garden was the most
important centre promoting such methods in Poland, exporting seedlings to
England, among others. His achievements earned him the title of professor in
1937 (Magowska, 2001, pp. 88–89, 119, 204).
The outbreak of the Second World War interrupted his promising scientific
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career. Muszyński took up work in the laboratory of Rodowicz’s drugstore, and
later in the laboratory of a Wilno-based chemical and pharmaceutical factory
by the name of Eska. In the fall of 1942, he managed to flee to Warsaw, where
he took the position of scientific advisor of the factory E. Gobiec i Ska and
manager of a local plantation of medicinal plants. Soon he became an activist
of the clandestine Warsaw University, teaching various courses to pharmacy
students. When the Warsaw Uprising broke out in August 1944, he volunteered
for medical corps. When the uprising failed, he moved to the nearby town of
Radom, where he stayed until the end of the war.
In 1945, the borders of Poland were changed and Muszyński was unable to
return to Wilno. The state authorities entrusted him with the challenging task
of organising the Pharmaceutical Faculty at the newly established University
of Łódź, a city without remarkable academic traditions. The task also involved
organising the Chair of Pharmacognosy and founding a Medicinal Plants Garden.
He became the first dean of the faculty and held that function until 1951. He
continued to head the Chair of Pharmacognosy and manage the Medicinal
Plants Garden until his death on 28 April 1957. He was buried in Łódź.
Muszyński’s scientific achievements include 524 publications in phytochemistry,
pharmacognosy, plant cultures, ethnography and the history of pharmacy. His
major successes were the first Polish atlas of pharmacognosy (1923); research
into the acclimatisation of a number of plants, including medicinal (e.g.,
Mentha piperita, Solidago canadensis) and domesticated (e.g. Lycopodium selago);
monographs on plant materials for the Polish pharmacopeia (published in 1937
and modelled on the American pharmacopeia of 1926) (Muszyński, 1927, p. 7;
Magowska, 2001, pp. 88–89, 94, 163).
Jan Muszyński was not only a versatile scholar and humanist but also an avid
social activist. In 1905, he joined the International Esperanto Association and
actively promoted the Esperanto language until the end of his life. In Tartu, he
was a member of the Academic Association of Pharmacists Lechicja, a self-help
and research organisation of Polish students. In recognition of his contribution,
Muszyński was awarded honorary membership in 1910.
He reactivated the group in Wilno, changing its name to the Academic
Pharmaceutical Society Lechia. He co-founded the Society for the Promotion of
Medicinal Plants, modelled on Munich-based Hortus-Gesellschaft. He was also an
activist of the Polish Herbal Products Association (Kronika, 1928, pp. 11–15). In
Wilno, he was actively involved in organising anti-gas defence training by giving
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lectures on chemical warfare. He was elected the president of the Anti-Aircraft
Defence Society, which won him the Golden Cross of Merit in 1933.
In Łódź, he reactivated the Lechia Society and, despite being more than busy
with work, was always ready to offer advice and initiate numerous projects.
Lechia was dissolved for political reasons in 1948. Since 1947, Muszyński was
the president of the newly formed Polish Pharmaceutical Society. Some time later
he established its local branch in Łódź and was awarded honorary membership
for his lifetime achievements. His students and colleagues remembered him as
a friend and supporter of young people, a talented lecturer and amateur poet,
who was always glad to recite his own poems on special occasions (KaszczykGrodzicka, 1994, pp. 8–11).

Summary
The development of horticulture in the Estonian and Livonian provinces (the
present-day territories of the Republic of Estonia and the northern part of the
Republic of Latvia) of the time started in the medieval period, when the first
gardeners arrived in the region from Germany. The process largely coincided
with the development of Riga, Tallinn, Pärnu, Haapsalu and other larger cities
and towns and the growing interest in establishing gardens here. In the 18th and
19th centuries, the number of gardeners arriving from Germany, Sweden and
Denmark started to grow, as nearly every manor had employed its own gardener.
While there were Estonians and local second- or third-generation Germans and
Russians living in Estonia among them, most of the gardeners were foreigners.
It is unfortunate that until now the gardeners and their role in the development
of horticulture in Estonia have not been the focus of research, and also that no
comprehensive overview has been published so far, even though single gardeners
have been passingly discussed in monographs and articles on the said towns’
citizenry, manor servants and parks.
When the University of Tartu was reopened in 1802, it was also envisaged that a
botanical garden would be established. Its establishment started in 1803, about
1.2 kilometres southeast of its present location. In 1808, the garden was moved
to its present location on the bank of the River Emajõgi. In 1802–1918, seven
men worked as directors of the botanical garden and botany professors at the
university, six of them being outstanding researchers of their time and known also
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beyond the borders of Russia. Of the seven men, Alexander Georg von Bunge
served longest (1836–1867) and Mikhail Tswett served shortest (1917–1918).
The position of assistant director of the botanical garden was established in 1833
and held by 18 men, with Johann Klinge serving longest (1879–1895) and
Rathleff and Bärnoff for a brief period in 1835 and 1836, respectively. Eleven
persons served in the position for less than two years and thus could not leave a
significant imprint on the development of the garden.
Over the period of 1803–1918, the number of persons who worked as learned
gardeners at the botanical garden was 22. Two of them, Stelling and Bartelsen,
served in the position for a longer period (1834–1876 and 1876–1896,
respectively), while Buek, Wagner and Rochel served for a short time. Fifteen
of the learned gardeners held the position for less than two years, with Murjan
holding it twice and his second term lasting for four years. The remaining learned
gardeners held the position for less than ten years. One can thus conclude
also for the learned gardeners that most of them could not make a significant
contribution to the garden’s development because much of their time worked in
the garden was spent on settling in. Thus, the turnover of both assistant directors
and learned gardeners was high. This was due to several reasons, which would
need to be discussed separately.
Learned gardeners were expected to possess a good general education and,
naturally, also professional knowledge and practical skills. Until the beginning
of the 20th century, persons who had studied in gardening schools and had
acquired practical experience in well-known botanical gardens seem to have been
preferred. As there were no such educational institutions in Russia that would
have satisfied the university, the university tried to use foreigners when possible.
The first seven learned gardeners came from Germany. Of them, Johann Anton
Weinmann emerged as the most significant person. He would probably have
stayed in Tartu unless there was the conflict with Ledebour.
Hiring learned gardeners from abroad would, however, have presupposed a higher
salary at the university, which probably became an obstacle for many potential
learned gardeners. For example, in 1846 and 1860, the yearly salary of learned
gardener was 457 roubles, while that of the assistant director of the botanical
garden was 280 roubles. In 1864, learned gardener’s salary was 600 roubles, at
the end of the 19th century—nearly 1,000 roubles, and before the First World
War—1,200 roubles, which, however, lagged behind average salaries in other
botanical gardens of Europe. The yearly salary of foreign learned gardeners in
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the Imperial Botanical Garden in St. Petersburg (now the Botanical Garden of
the Komarov Botanical Institute), the Botanical Garden of Moscow University,
and the Botanical Garden of Voronezh (known as the pomological garden or
arboretum) at the end of the 19th century was 1,200, 1,500 and 1,000 roubles,
respectively (EAA, 1897–1903, pp. 14–15; 1828–1862, pp. 76–78; Meikar,
2002, p. 63; Leppik, 2006, p. 281).
In addition to learned gardeners, the botanical garden also employed their
assistants, with 14 of them having been identified. Of the known assistant
gardeners, Ludwig Jacobsohn served longest, while the rest served for less than
three years. Thus, two men who worked together longest were Stelling (who
worked in the garden in 1828–1876, as learned gardener in 1834–1876) and
Jacobsohn (1837–1877, assistant learned gardener in 1851–1877) during the
time of botany professors and garden directors Bunge and Willkomm. However,
there was dissatisfaction with learned gardeners also inside the university. For
example, the university’s syndic Theodor Heinrich Beise wrote a long and
interesting letter on 6 September 1855, in which he analysed the legal status of
the botanical gardener, requirements for the position, etc. He finds that learned
gardener Stelling is not suitable for the position because the position would
presuppose special training or higher education, while the person in question
has no documents certifying this. Also, the university’s revised statutes of 1820
stipulated that the professor of natural history be assisted by a botanical gardener
(this had been stipulated all along) and two workers. By an ordinance of 25 May
1833, the learned gardener even became an assistant to the professor of natural
history (botany), which would certainly have presupposed a relevant education
(EAA, 1828–1862, pp. 48–51).
The Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu also attempted to raise
competent gardeners itself by hiring gardener apprentices but without any
significant success.
During the period under observation, a total of 35 gardeners are known to have
worked in the botanical garden, including those who worked in the garden for
a brief period or temporarily. Most of them came from Germany and relatively
few came from elsewhere—for example, four persons came from Russia, three
from St. Petersburg. It should be noted here that ties between the botanical
gardens of Tartu and St. Petersburg were rather tight. Four persons, on the
other hand, proceeded from Tartu to various positions in St. Petersburg, while
Riedel travelled from there to Brazil through Portugal. Six gardeners came from
elsewhere than Germany, from six countries in total: learned gardener Louis
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Autem came from France through Berlin, Arthur Michils came from Belgium,
temporary gardener A. Rochel from Hungary, Jan Muszyński and Wladislaw
Zaikowski from Poland, and gardener apprentice Pado Capellino from Italy.
Among the learned gardeners and gardener assistants there were also Estonians
and local Germans born in the then Livonian Governorate. Still, the role of the
Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu in raising Estonian gardeners was
relatively small. Of the learned gardeners, Ants Murjan and Jaan Ranna were
Estonians, as were gardener assistants Carl Reinberg, Peep Parrikas and Ants
Kingo and probably also Peter Jacobsohn Pago. The above allows us to generalise
that, probably due to low salary and other reasons, the number of persons
working as gardeners was relatively high, they did not stay in the position for
long and, when an opportunity came up, proceeded elsewhere or returned to
their homeland.
The scope of activities of learned gardeners was rather broad. Although they
had to follow the established guidelines, these were not strictly adhered to. The
gardeners were responsible for supervising the works in the garden, while also
participating in compiling plant lists of the garden, collecting herbarium material
and preparing the herbarium, verifying taxonomic identifications, preparing
plant labels, guiding visitors in the garden, and participating in the compilation
of editions of Index Seminum and other works.
The founding of the Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu offered new
opportunities for local gardeners. However, owing to the high requirements of
academic work and skills imposed on the gardeners, the university largely preferred
to employ foreigners who already possessed the necessary work experience and
relevant education. A decisive factor in the development of horticulture in Tartu
was the city’s close vicinity to St. Petersburg with its remarkable horticulture and
park architecture and considerably wider opportunities. This is why the relatively
small Botanical Garden of the University of Tartu had problems in employing
the specialists they needed. This resulted in a high turnover of gardeners and
their highly varied level of specialisation, and the need to use locals with less
experience in the work.
Three of the learned gardeners—Johann Anton Weinmann, Ludwig Riedel and
Jan Muszyński—became renowned and productive researchers in their later
life after leaving Tartu. They became outstanding botanists, Weinmann in St.
Petersburg in Russia, Riedel in Brazil and Muszyński in Poland.
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